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Resumé 

Facebook har med sine mange brugere givet virksomheder mulighed for at nå kunder på en 

ny måde. Denne afhandling vil klarlægge, hvordan udvalgte virksomheder udnytter dette til 

grøn branding og hvordan man bedst kommunikerer til segmentet, der køber grønne 

produkter. Jeg har valgt at bruge følgende teorier til min analyse:”Social, Local, Mobile”, 

”People, Planet, Profit”, ”Owned, Paid, Earned”, ”kunde segmentering” og ”Key 

Performance Indicators”. Social, Local, Mobile viser hvordan man sammenkobler Facebook, 

lokation og mobile enheder, så brugeren hele tiden kan snakke om og med et brand. People, 

Planet, Profit fortæller hvordan virksomheden håndterer social, miljø og økonomisk 

ansvarlighed i forhold til deres produktion. . Owned, Paid, Earned handler om hvordan 

virksomheden håndterer et medie de selv har kontrol over, et de køber sig til og et de skal 

gøre sig fortjent til, her repræsenterer Facebook det sidste. Kundesegmentering til grønne 

forbrugere forskriver at virksomheden benytter følelser og fakta for at ramme forskellige 

forbruger, afhængigt af hvor meget de prioriterer miljøvenlighed i et produkt. Key 

Performance Indicators er nogle få udvalgte kriterier, der i dette papir vil svare på, hvor god 

virksomheden er til at engagere sine fans, og hvad fansene synes om indholdet i bestemte 

kategorier.   

Disse teorier bliver behandlet via online analyseværktøjer og manuelt indsamlet kvantitativt 

Facebook data, såsom indlæg, kommentarer, ”synes godt om” og delinger. 

Afhandlingen konkluderer, at nogle virksomhederne bruger grøn branding meget, andre knap 

så meget og nogle ikke direkte. Virksomhederne bruger dog Facebook meget ens ved indlæg 

og ofte med billeder. Emnerne der bliver brugt er dog forskellige.  Energiselskaberne skriver 

om vindmøller og biobrændsel. IT virksomheder fremmer genbrug, og grøn industri skriver 

sjældent direkte at deres produkter er miljøvenlige. 

Resultaterne viser at grøn branding ikke skaber positiv omtale.  
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Introduction 

In the latest century, economies around the world have developed and because more and more industrialized. That development rose our standards of 

living while our wealth grew. Today we take many things and products for granted – for instance the computer, the car, the expensive clothes just to 

name a few. However, the products pollute when produced, when used and when ending their life cycle. For years we have known that pollution is 

damaging the environment (Edwards, 2009) (Atmospheric pollution in an urban environment by tree bark biomonitoring, 2012). This fact has made 

companies focus on greener markets or making their products more green maybe because the consumer have demanded such changes or because it is 

the political right way to develop. 

 In recent years the internet usage by consumers has grown excessively and in the last few years interacting with each other, being business to business 

or business to consumer, have followed with what we today call web 2.0 and the products of this development is social media, where people connects 

with family, friends, colleagues and businesses in various ways. One of the most popular social media right now is Facebook. As a result many 

companies are spending some of their precious marketing budget on this site both in terms of advertising but also man hours, in order to keep the site 

interesting for the target group. 

In the last few years of this digital era, the companies as managers of their own brands, are losing some of its control and power. The internet has given 

everybody that possibility and thereby changing the power in what way consumers may or may not speak up against companies (Fog, Budtz, & 

yakaboylu, 2003, p. 170).  

Companies may have to acknowledge that “[we] are transitioning from mass media to personalized media. From marketing at consumers to marketing 

with them. Indeed, with the rise of social media and mobile connectivity, consumers have unprecedented levels of influence on buying decisions” 

(Reed, Whitepaper, Momentfeed, 2011).  

Facebook and other social media have made it even easier to create such pages and address companies. Companies with a Facebook page might also 

be challenged with people writing negative opinions on their own Facebook wall. However, even without a Facebook page, a written version of word 

of mouth may apply as friends can share a friends post and thereby enable even more people to see a given negative post. 
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The internet has given users the ability to be co-writers in the story about companies. Fog et al argues that it is not a choice for companies anymore and 

that the companies should embrace this opportunity to talk with customers “one-on-one” and in that way make the communication more personal.  

As Facebook is a relative new media, many companies do not completely know how to use social media and what one may accomplish (Manjoo, 

2011). However, the overwhelming activities on Facebook have ensured that major companies are using and embracing Facebook. But, when various 

results are not thoroughly documented as stated above it is interesting to observe the activities and the fans reactions.  

 

A. Problem statement 

This project aims to put light on companies’ green branding through social media, while still comparing results to other categories of branding i.e. 

product branding. This paper will focus on some of the biggest companies that directly or indirectly deal with green products or try to make their brand 

appear green. 

Question: How do companies exploit the new opportunities of online green branding on Facebook? 

To answer this question I will need support from branding, CSR and social media theories, and collect data from the chosen companies.  

But first I will argue why Facebook has been chosen as the social media that this paper will collect data from, and explain on which parameters I have 

chosen the companies. 

 

B. Why Facebook 

Facebook’s 900 million users (Socialbakers, 2012) enables the possibility to make long statements, add pictures or video to the post which is in contrast 

to twitters brief sentences and links to articles, pictures or alike. Facebook thereby make it possible to briefly get some news about a company but still 

with the possibility to enable the fan or user to read more if the fan is interested. Another social media is Twitter which is used by almost 500 million 

users (Infographic labs, 2012), however in Denmark there were only 70.000 active users (Atcore, n.d.). As a result, in Denmark, Facebook is the 

preferred media for communication, marketing and sales, thus putting twitter in the 4th place of preferred social media for companies (Atcore, n.d.). 
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Thus being Danish Facebook is the most relevant social media from my perspective. Citizens from other countries may find Twitter or another more 

social media interesting than in Denmark. 

 

C. Company size 

This paper will focus on major companies to ensure Facebook page activity and to ensure they to some degree put focus on the environment. The level 

of activity and level of commitment of both Facebook and the environment will, of course, vary from company to company. Some industries will, due 

to their pollution, range of products or other factors, may put more effort in communicating their eco-friendly activities to consumers, partners and 

other interested parties. As indicated above, this paper will put focus on companies Facebook Page, but not their possible apps or Facebook advertising 

due to formal requirements, but more on that below.  

It is worth noting that this paper will not discuss the companies’ strategies. Some companies may use Facebook for customer services or for marketing 

purposes this may however, exclude companies which sole purpose for Facebook is to use it as a customer service portal unless green branding 

activities are found. So if the company primarily uses its Facebook page for customer services that is fine, as long as there are a few green initiatives.  

 

D. Environmental consciousness 

As written in the introduction, our way of living has increased the pollution which again has spawned an increasing interest of environmental (eco-) 

consciousness among both companies and consumers. This interest may create unique selling points for certain consumer segments or just added brand 

value. This subject will be dealt with both in “CSR”, “Green branding“ and in “Perspective”. 

 

E. Delimitation 

One way to answer a question about green Facebook branding is with Brand Management. Employee or stakeholders branding are interesting subjects, 

but since Facebook is a personal social media it would make this papers focus too wide so I have chosen to put focus on branding for personal use, 
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being a consumer or simply just a fan of a certain company. Since this paper’s focus is on the consumer part there will still be many angles left 

uncovered. Brand Equity and Brand Positioning, is associated with consumer branding (more on this in “Consumer segments”) and may therefore be 

relevant, but once again subjects that will not be covered as this may require examination of some of the company’s other marketing channels and 

thereby remove the focus from Facebook and mapping green Facebook activity. 

The companies’ focus on eco-consciousness may also be part of a positioning strategy and thereby something to further increase revenue. “A recent 

study by Wetpaint and the Altimeter Group showed that the most engaged brands in social networks increased their revenue by 18 percent. 

Conversation is so powerful that brand stories remain strong even when the brand is in trouble” (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 66). However, 

this paper will not focus on how to monetize on the Facebook activity, even though sales are important part of branding.  

II. Methodology: 

In science, we try to find truth, but it can be difficulty in a world of continuous change.  In a world where green awareness and branding seek continuous 

improvements it leads to what may be true today but less accurate tomorrow. The applied theories will therefore be provisional and may only be true 

in a temporary period of time (Thurén, 2003, p. 9). 

Furthermore, theories might not be flawless because some elements from the real world may not fit in one theory or may not even fit even though 

theory triangulation is applied. The issues of theory triangulation also applies for methodological triangulation though this is about the different methods 

used i.e. examination of websites, documents and concrete practical approaches, rather than different theories (Thurén, 2003).  

Even though it is implied that methodological and theory triangulation may not be impeccable, this paper will include both types of triangulation as it 

in my opinion is more accurate than only using one theory and method. 

  

A. Approach: 

To write this paper it is important to define my position in grounded theory as it deals with foundation of every stance on questioned matters. The 

following paragraphs deals with my position in the search of relative truth as no two people may perceive perspectives identically (Thurén, 2003, p. 9). 
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When answering the particular question of this paper I will have to seek a truth, a conclusion, which may be influenced by the foundation of how I 

perceive the “so-called” truth. “So-called” because what may be truth and taken for granted by me might not be the same for another. However, in 

science though people may seek truth, I will acknowledge that truth may change. 

Though there are various ways of dealing with truth there are two main principles that often are dealt with, hermeneutic and positivism. Positivism 

deals with hard facts and the basic affirmations of positivism is what we can observe with our senses and what we can calculate and trust with our logic 

(Thurén, 2003, p. 14ff). 

With hermeneutic on the other hand, understanding and interpretations is key figures. I will acknowledge that I have a hermeneutic perspective of life. 

In this paper it involves the hermeneutic circle that describes understanding of a text (Højberg, Fuglsang, & Olsen, 2009, p. 314ff). The hermeneutic 

circle explains that everything can be separated into the whole and two separate parts. Neither the whole nor the separate parts can be understood 

without a reference to the other. The whole is often the text or what is observed. In this paper it could be a dealt with company or more specific a 

Facebook post from a company. Social Branding is the part and I, the author, am the interpreter. As an interpreter it is essential to state that the 

hermeneutic circle explains that no observation is free from the observer’s experiences and preconceptions (Højberg, Fuglsang, & Olsen, 2009, p. 56). 

It is important to underline that you often do not solely agree with only one grounded theory methodology principle but rather a mix of the principles.  

Data wise, this paper will draw use quantitative data, but more on this later. However as a result conclusions of inductive reasoning will apply and 

aiming for as correct and neutral as possible handling of the data to ensure high reliability. When collecting Facebook data I will use all the relevant 

data and not exclude data though it might blur the over-all picture. When analysing fan comments it will include all of the comments though some 

positive or negative comments may not necessarily be related to the subject posted by the company. A negative comment however, is still representing 

the “fan’s” attitude towards the company. Regarding validity, this paper may meet some difficulties. Within branding on socia l networks such as 

Facebook there is no real standardized approach, which could mean that this paper have low validity and therefore seems to have a degree of 

insignificance even though the reliability is high. However, I will use the same tools as major brands like Kraft, Peugeot and Samsung, but this will be 

discussed later in the “Socialbakers” part (Socialbakers, n.d.). The hermeneutic circles deals with this matter as we constantly gets new inputs and 

impressions when working with specific issues and the greater experience contributes to a better preconception and therefore more nuanced overall 

picture (Thurén, 2003, p. 57). However, in this paper, these possible new inputs will show in the “Own Data from Facebook sites” section and therefore 

dealt with accordingly. 
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B. Preconception: 

“In science, the human activity is motivated by expectations, cultural prejudice and ambitions” (Thurén, 2003, p. 52). To a certain extend science and 

our “preconception is often built on wishful thinking” (Ibis). I find this sentence to be true, however I would add interest as well. Interest allows one 

to look at an issue with a more neutral preconceived idea about the issue and that may nuance the picture slightly as interest also deals with the 

possibility to find new information that may change ones stance on a matter. I have certain expectations of companies on Facebook branding. My 

expectations are shown in “The initial criteria for the companies” section. When watching the news about companies, national as international I get an 

idea that many companies are investing in having a brand that embraces social responsibility and hereby are eco-consciousness. My expectations are 

built on my knowledge from Copenhagen Business School and the many business cases I have dealt with. As being Danish and living in an eco-

conscious society, I often hear how government and companies integrate CSR and eco-consciousness (Danish Business Authority, n.d.) with initiatives 

such as triple bottom-line or People, Planet, Profit. Learning about global warming and other green issues, have made me think positively about green 

initiatives from companies and the green tech in general.  I am conscious about my preconceptions and will try to put my own believes aside when 

dealing with data, analysis and other parts that can be interpreted, though Thurén argues that is very difficult and that texts always will be interpret in 

accordance with the interpreters experience and believes (p. 52). Moving from my preconceptions, the next paragraph will deal with how this paper 

will collect data by describing the tools and the process of finding suitable companies. 

 

C. Practical approach: 

In this paragraph I will write about some methods will be excluded though they may add information, perspective or substance to this paper. Afterwards 

I will describe the methods that I chose. This paper will exclude interviews with marketers or key employees of companies. Furthermore this paper 

will not add the companies view by examination of corporate documents or making questionnaires. This choice have been made as it will remove the 

focus from Facebook. 
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This paper will focus only desk research. I have chosen this approach because it enable me not to get influenced in interviews by marketers and simply 

to keep focus on data, results and the opportunities Facebook adds to green branding.  

However, since green Facebook branding has not been fully discovered and there are many unknown areas, this paper will be a state of the art mapping 

exercise, meaning it will enlighten some of the features Facebook offer. The methodological triangulation will consist of online tools, manual data 

collecting and use information from scientific articles, books, internet websites and blogs. The blogs, websites, articles and books will not be covered 

because their sole purpose is to add information to this paper where needed. However, neutrality and relevance are obviously crucial. Going from 

sources I will briefly describe the online tools this paper will use. 

 

 

D. Online tools 

When social media engagement is integrated into the company’s marketing strategy, some of the problems that need to be faced are how to measure 

the activity and the fans’ respond to the company’s posts. Below I will list the tools this paper will use to collect data and thereby measure the Facebook 

activity so that the post can be put into boxes and converted into useful data. 

1. Social Baker 

Social baker is a tool to help measure historical data. All data are collected into one score called “Page Score”. Page Score  includes a set of metrics 

that are important and altogether become a single KPI that easily shows whether or not the brand is improving or meeting chal lenges.  Page score 

consist of “Fans” and ”Engagement Rate” among other metrics (Socialbakers, n.d.). These two are the most critical ones and the most relevant for this 

paper.  

The “Fans” show the number of fans and a sub group called “fan growth” obviously measures growth or decay. The “engagement rate” is the most 

important and deals with “likes and comments on your page compared with the number of page posts and total number of fans” (Socialbakers, n.d.). 

Values of comments 
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These metrics can show the direction and the results of the Facebook page. They 

may give an indication of how well the fans reacts on the given period of time. 

However, these metrics are general metrics and cannot be directed to a specific 

category. Furthermore they will not show the true reach of the company. More 

about reach in “Owned, Paid, Earned”. 

2. Own Data from Facebook sites 

This section is about how I manually collected data from the chosen companies. 

This is not directly an online tool, but the data is collected from Facebook and 

manually put into an excel sheet. The above mentioned online tools collects data 

that is relevant to ensure activity and the number of likes will indicate whether or 

not posts are liked more or less and may even be compared to competitors. 

However, while the like is easy and quick, it may not cover the whole story. 

The number of comments reveal activity as well but while the like only indicate a 

liking, a comment can be either positive, neutral or negative. As a result, I have chosen to collect data manually and categorize posts after reading the 

comments and making an average value of the post. A post can be rated in five different expressions. The most negative is s imply called “negative” 

meaning that most people commenting are expressing negativity. “Negative” has a rating of 1.00 so having a post or category with an average value 

close to 1.00 the company might consider to write less about that subject. The next value is “mostly negative” and is slightly more positive meaning 

that there are neutral or even a few positive statements in the comment section. The value of “mostly negative” is 2.00. The next value is 3 .00 and is 

“mixed”. However, being neutral may also imply mixed, because there may be an equal amount of positive and negative feedback in the comment 

section. “Mostly positive” is rated 4.00 and will have an overload of positive comments but may also contain some neutral or negative comments. 

“Positive” is rated 5.00 and is of course the rating companies should aim for.  
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  1 2 3 4 5   value  

comment 1 x         

comment 2  x        

comment 3  x        

comment 4   x       

comment 5 x         

comment 6   x       

comment 7  x        

comment 8        x     

           

  2 3 2 0 1  = 8 comments 

           

  2 6 6 0 5  = 19 total value 

           

        19/8 = 2,375 comment value 

Figure 1, example of data collected 
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Comments are one thing manual data collecting adds to this paper, however the online tools cannot separate each post into the several different 

categories of subjects. Online tools can measure links, videos or pictures but not whether the posts subject is about a product, partner, environment and 

so forth.  

When collecting data I categorised posts by subjects as well as determining the various subjects a company writes about, but also the frequency and 

percentage. By doing so, I will be able to find out how often i.e. eco-conscious posts are made compared to other types of posts. If there are red lines 

among the companies, I try to analyse if they write about the same subjects. Are there any patterns in the likes and comments, and how do the fans feel 

about the various subjects. All the raw data can be found in Appendix “Own data”.  

1. Interactions Per Mille 

Interactions Per Mille (IPM), are a calculation method that shows how dedicated the companies’ fans are. It is a simple calculation where you add the 

number of comments, likes and share and then divide with numbers of posts and number of thousand fans (hence Mille) (KOMFO, n.d.). This will then 

create metric, which describes how many fans interacted with the company. IPM can be used for both a period of time and a single post. In this paper 

the posts are more important than IPM in periods, because I focus on eco-conscious inspired posts. When dealing with Facebook likes, comments and 

shares are important data(Cauley, 2011). 

But I will also compare the green posts to i.e. product posts to analyse if the green posts have more or less activity than other categories. The IPM 

results are attached in appendix and will be discussed in “Own Data from Facebook sites”. 

 

 

E. Criteria for the companies: 

When I started this paper, I selected different kinds of industries based on 3P’s (People, Planet and Profit, see “Theory”). This differentiation was made 

to see how different industries would make green branding. I started with some criteria for the companies I would choose. They needed to be Danish. 

This was simply to narrow it down and make sure that they follow the same set of rules set by the government. Denmark has been chosen because of 
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its strict climate policy and visions (CSRgov.dk, n.d.). Furthermore, I am a native Danish speaker and this criterion would thereby minimizing linguistic 

and cultural misunderstandings while analysing the posts by the company and the comments by the fans when being written in Danish.  

However, that criterion changed during the process of gathering data, simply because too many Danish companies did not use Facebook to an extent 

whereas sufficient data was able to be collected. Paradoxically, that insufficient data was found, is itself data worth noting as it shows how many 

companies are using Facebook. More on this below. 

Two criteria that I did not have change are that the companies, to some extent, need to be eco-conscious. Otherwise this paper would simply be about 

Facebook branding. Eco-consciousness will be defined in “CSR”. The size of the company is also important. To make sure online and social media are 

implemented in the company’s marketing budget, I excluded the smallest and medium sized companies. 

After following the companies for some time, I selected Vestas and Betterplace with “Planet” in mind. In terms of “Profit”, the companies that met this 

criterion were BP and Shell. The People part of 3P’s, is illustrated by Nokia and Dell due to their consumer electronics and since both of them have a 

long reputation of being conscious about CSR and environmental (Greenpeace, 2006). These chosen companies and their Facebook activities will be 

dealt with in the analysis section. However, the process of choosing the companies was not as straightforward as I had imagined. So to give the selected 

companies some acknowledgement even before the analysis starts, I will describe the initial process of choosing companies. 

1. The initial chosen companies were: 

Before these six companies were selected, I had a long period where I followed several companies I thought may write about sustainability as my 

impression was that they were sustainable. With 3P’s in mind, I went for two banks, two fast-moving-consumer-goods companies (fmcg) and two 

green technology business-to-business companies (b2b). These sectors were chosen to have three different categories, Profit (banks), People (fmcg), 

Planet (green tech), and thereby three possible approaches of how to interact with Facebook fans and watch how various Facebook fans interact with 

their favourite brand. 

The chosen companies were Danske Bank and Nordea, Carlsberg and Arla and finally Vestas and Novo Zymes. Because of their industry, the banks 

might prioritize profit the most, which might show in their Facebook activities. The same could apply with fmcg’s as with people and green tech b2b 

could focus on planet.  
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Starting with the banks, Danske Bank is the biggest Bank in Denmark with its 2.2 million Danish household customers (Danske Bank, 2012). Nordea 

is slightly behind with 1.7 million household customers (Nordea, 2011). Both Nordea and Danske Bank write on their website about minimising 

environmental impact (Danske Bank, 2012) (Nordea, 2011). But data from their Facebook pages showed it is primarily used for support with no posts 

about environment. As a result, they was substituted with Top Denmark and Tryg, both major Danish insurance companies. After browsing both Tryg’s 

and Top Denmark’s Facebook sites it became evident that their Facebook sites has similar content as the banks. So in terms of People, Planet and 

Profit, the companies focus is at People because of the support, but also Profit as many posts were dealing with financial circumstances such as 

investment and mortgages. Nearly no activity were dealing with planet, so these companies were unsuitable for this paper.  

Wanting to stay with the Profit part of 3P’s I looked at Dong Energy, the biggest energy company in Denmark, but found that they did not have a 

Facebook site at all. The same was evident with A.P. Møller – Mærsk A/S, Denmark’s biggest company (LargestCompanies.dk, n.d.). It was surprising 

to find that two of Denmark’s biggest companies, though the latter is B2B, did not engage in the world biggest social network. This observation could 

be worth looking into as a possible future case or paper along with the bank’s support activities.  

Meanwhile, I examined Carlsberg and Arla. Arla is a global diary company with an annual turnover of DKK billion 54company (Arla Foods, 2012). 

Arla uses Facebook as a support forum. Arla was substituted with the chocolate company Toms, one of the biggest fmcg companies in Denmark 

(LargestCompanies.dk, n.d.). But after a brief view at Toms’ Facebook page it was evident that Facebook was used to promote knowledge about 

products and competitions. Carlsberg is selling beers and soft drinks with net revenue of DKK bn 63 (Carlsberg, 2012). Taking the others Danish 

companies’ Facebook activities into account, it may not come as a surprise that Carlsberg only updated their site with questions about support and what 

the fans think about Carlsberg, or a specific football game. No post touched upon subjects related to CSR.  

Moving to Planet, I followed Novo Zymes (NZ), which is among the biggest companies from Denmark. However, NZ only have a Facebook page for 

their USA branch where there where quite a lot of activity from NZ’s side, but the response from the fans seemed to be lacking so I dropped NZ. 

Betterplace took its place. 

With all these surprising finds, I will now continue to critique. 
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F. Critique 

Criticism of KPIs is that they are normally designed for one particular company to show the progress that is relevant for that particular company 

(Lovett, 2011), but differentiated KPIs would, to some extent, make the data or progress incomparable. However, the metrics I use for the KPIs will be 

of universal nature, such as Facebook fans or likes, and not an element that is unique for just one company. As a result the chosen KPIs will be 

comparable. 

Vestas and Betterplace creates environmental products, so in a sense all their comments are about products are about sustainability. However I have 

made the assumption that not everyone know i.e. EVs are green and therefore Vestas and Betterplace’s post should state if a product is green to be 

categorised as “Environment”. 

Due to low environmental activity of Vestas, Betterplace, Nokia, Dell and BP the result may be coincidences and do not reflect the true green branding 

activity. If a new paper follow the companies for a longer period of time, i.e. 12 months, it could create more reliable result. In the collected data, 

Betterplace has two posts of same subject but very different output in engagement. So to conclude that one subject or category is performing worse 

than others may not be completely accurate, when the data is not more comprehensive. However, if a person should manually collect data with negative 

and positive comments like I did, this would be very time demanding and exceed the expected time frame of a master thesis. 

Facebook have just recently developed a tool called “Facebook Market Insight” which include a metric that show “[t]he number of unique people who 

have seen any content associated with your Page” (Facebook, 2011, p. 4) and thereby companies have the knowledge of the post’s true reach. 

Unfortunately, as for now, it is not measurable for people outside the company (Darwell, 2012). This leave my paper in a state where it could be made 

more accurate if “reach” is made public.  

Social Local Mobile will be measured from what the company itself posts, however with “Facebook Market insights” I would be able to monitor the 

exact amount of people who tags or mentions a company from a smartphone. 

Most metrics used in this paper i.e. IPM, will not show if the fans are more or less positive towards green posts. Therefore, IPM will have to be 

compared with other data such as comments, to show the attitude towards the brand. 

With this methodology critique I will now proceed to the theory. 
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III. Theory 

Theory triangulation can be used as a method of viewing the same subject or problem in more than one way, and thereby trying to create a more holistic 

picture of a given problem. Theories are helpful tools that enable one to answer questions and defining in what way a question will be answered. One 

theory may answer a question in one way while another theory may give another type of answer.  

Now, moving towards the theories this paper will apply.  

While Green Branding on Facebook may involve several theories, theory triangulation will be applied. Theory triangulation is the basic assumption 

that by using several different theories that cover the same issue in various ways will ensure a more varied view on the subject compared to only using 

one or two theories. Triangulation hints at using at least three theories, but this paper will aim for seven theories for covering the eco-conscious 

Facebook branding behaviour.  The first theory is a basic theory and a code of conduct that is implemented by many companies, called “Corporate 

Social Responsibility” (CSR). CSR is the base layer of green theory and within this there are “People, Planet, Profit” which adds information about 

how green companies may be segmented and how they ought to act. Going from CSR, I will add “Social, Local, Mobile” which is about how companies 

may engage and interact with consumers via social media, physical local activities or via mobile devices. As this paper will be putting more focus on 

the Social media part I have added “Owned, Paid and Earned” which deals with how to get the consumers’ trust and attention. Another aspect of thrust 

and attention is given in this paper’s branding part as it is important that the consumer knows about the company and its green footstep. This is done 

by using “Social Green branding” so branding is combined to both the social and green aspects of this paper. Within Social Green Branding are 

“consumer segments” that guides which segment to focus on and how to approach consumers.  

These separate yet also combined aspects could possible make this paper one big mess of data so I will add Key Performance Indicators that makes 

sure that I focus on the correct metrics and data. 

The seven theories will in add to the understanding of this paper focus, on how to exploit green Facebook branding thus covering the eco-conscious 

aspect, the branding part and the social media side all combined in a theory triangulation to give this paper a specific focus. I will now further explain 

the seven theories by taking them one at the time and starting from the top with CSR and using the above written order. 
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A. Corporate Social Responsibility 

The basic assumption in this paper is that the companies integrate some sort of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), so a short definition is needed. 

In short CSR may be defined as “asserting that good business practises take into account their impact on communities, society, the economy, and 

nature” (Cheney, Christensen, Zorn, Jr., & Ganesh, 2004, p. 434). CSR may also be defined as “a ’triple bottom line’ connection between the economic, 

environmental and social responsibilities of business as expressed by the three P’s of profit, people and planet” (Heijden, Driessen, & Cramer, 2010). 

One issue with CSR may be everyone claims to be “green” or socially responsible.  Especially if being “green” is claimed without backing it up with 

actual initiatives (Cheney, Christensen, Zorn, Jr., & Ganesh, 2004, p. 419). However, this will not be dealt with, but will rely on what i.e. Greenpeace 

say about Nokia and Dell. 

For multinational companies, CSR has become common parlance which hopefully has positive effects and may lead to initiatives. However, the 

practical implementation is often based on standardized guides. Furthermore, “CSR is a search process that requires company leaders to develop their 

own company-specific balance between people, planet and profit” (Heijden, Driessen, & Cramer, 2010). In analysis I will not focus on CSR because 

of its broad definition but rather 3P’s, which is a more specified version of CSR’s definition. So the companies balance between the 3P’s is what this 

paper will deal with in the analysis section. That leads us to define what 3P’s is. 

 

B. People, Planet, Profit 

“The balancing of People, Planet and Profit is often represented visually as a triangle within which added value 

is created. […] The triangle shape symbolises the idea that one P should not profit at the expense of another. 

Each company should define its own ambitions with respect to the three P's” (Bergmanns, 2003, p. 70).  

Therefore, the three P’s are not a single subject that companies can highlight but rather that all three elements 

need attention. As said above, companies may prioritize one element more than the other two. In that respect the 

Figure 2 
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company will be defined either, a people, planet or profit company though that will not show all the details of the company.  

1. People 

The first P aims to minimize the negative impact on society, both employees and the community around the business site. So in terms of employees 

the companies would not use child labour and should make sure it’s contractor does not do either. The same applies for providing fair salaries and 

working hours and conditions. In terms of the community it is important that the community is supported and if raw materials are used, that the 

community get a part of the benefits or profit (How To Do Things, n.d.).  

2. Planet 

Planet refers to the sustainable environment practises. Just as with the community, the business’ activity ought not to have a negative effect on the 

environment, that being materials, manufacturing methods or i.e. waste disposal. The company may also put focus on the use of recycling and use 

recycled materials where it is possible and minimize the use of toxic or rare materials and thereby minimizing its ecological footprint. In terms of 

administration many improvements can be made here as well, such as minimizing the use of printing paper, electricity and put focus on the use of 

renewable energies (How To Do Things, n.d.). 

3. Profit 

To be successful, profit is important for any company. But in terms of CSR and 3P’s it is by making profit in a respectable way and thereby take care 

of People and Planet. Profit is about taking care of stakeholders, investors and society, thus not limited to the internal profit for the company (How To 

Do Things, n.d.). Profit could also be to invest in green technologies, local commerce or partners, and thereby affect CSR in a positive way, while still 

expanding or developing the company with its vision in mind. 
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These three P’s are different from each other but may positively affect the local and global community. For companies there are various methods to 

implement CSR and to monitor the progress (Slaper & Hall, 2011), however for this paper, I will look at one company at the time and look at its posts 

to identify People, Planet, Profit efforts and thereby conclude if there are balance or not. 

 

C. Social, Local, Mobile 

Social local and mobile, called “SoLoMo” is a trending way of thinking consumer engagement. 

While Facebook and other social media are used for keeping up with friends, it may also be used for 

keeping up with one’s favourite brands. While social media is booming, the smartphone industry is 

booming as well (Cavazza, 2011). Since smartphones may make consumers mobile it may be 

important to make content that also is visible on a smartphone or content that is related to where they 

live. That leads to location-based marketing which have been around for some time, whereas social 

marketing is just in its early stages and thanks to the rise of smartphones, social and local can be combined as new marketing initiatives as shown in 

the triangle above (Reed, Whitepaper, Momentfeed, 2011, p. 3). Smartphones, social media and how consumers combine them, are what SoLoMo is 

about.  

1. Social 

The social part i.e. “Facebook, is arguably the most popular social platform of Westerns countries, driving most attention and budgets. Except in very 

specific business cases, every brand has to be there” (Cavazza, 2011). Being a social business, the integration or talking of CSR on social media may 

be crucial both for preventative measures and if a crisis happens, as well as for positioning and branding. The social part is engaging initiatives as 

posting and encouraging fans to participate in a post or picture. The company may ask for check-ins, photo tagging and events or encouraging fans to 

post pictures or statements themselves. So when a fan use SoLoMo to interact with companies or friends, it “…amount to word-of-mouth marketing 

and should be viewed as earned media” (Reed, Whitepaper, Momentfeed, 2011, p. 7). But more on earned media in “Owned, Paid and Earned” and 

“Branding”.  

Figure 3 
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2. Local 

Local Based Engagement (LBE) may be offline but with smartphones they can be seen online by friends, if the fan has a smartphone and use potential 

local initiatives that may remind consumers about a certain brand (Reed, Whitepaper, Momentfeed, 2011). Local connections between companies and 

consumers may be a huge opportunity (Gurley, 2012). Local activity encourages engagement will thereby expand a brand’s reach and the possibility 

of getting “earned” attention, rather than paid or owned.  

3. Mobile 

Mobile is about the many units of smartphones or tablets being used by consumers. Facebook comments, likes and sharing are not only made from a 

laptop, but also mobile devices. However, mobile devices may involve problems as content made for laptops may not be useful on a smartphone 

because of the smaller screen. So when linking on Facebook, it may be important that the content can be viewed in an app or a mobile website that will 

not create clutter. Having mobile consumers may also mean that wherever they are, they are always able to share an opinion, take a picture or other 

social mobile activities (Cavazza, 2011). And such social mobile behaviour is backed with numbers. As Nielsen reports, 23% used social media to 

comment on purchases (Nielsen, 2012). Furthermore, numbers reveal that 58% of mobile users are using a Facebook app on their devices (Nielsen, 

2011). With a smartphone in hand, consumers can install apps that tell them the location of the nearest computer store or gas station and what other 

people think about its services and products. You might even get access to coupons or deals that attract consumers. Using SoLoMo can imply many 

things, two simple and very much used is photo tagging or the Facebook check in. This may contain information and thereby leave tips or reviews. i.e. 

“The gas on this particular gas station is cheap” or “they offer better performance”. (Reed, Whitepaper, Momentfeed, 2011, p. 7) Another interesting 

feature could be a loyalty program where you normally would buy 9 cups of coffee at Starbucks and each time get a stamp to get the 10th cup for free. 

In our digital world, with a Starbucks app or another type of integration with Facebook, a customer could share the brand and affinity with friends on 

Facebook, and thereby be rewarded with the 10th cup. That way, Local, Mobile and Social are connected to benefit both the customer and the brand. 

The fan will get free coffee and show his or hers brand affinity while the company will earn free Facebook advertising when the check-in will be seen 

by friends and thereby remind them that this particular friend likes Starbuck, therefore, Starbuck may be a great place to get great coffee. That 

automatically leads us to Owned, Paid and Earned media.  
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D. Owned, Paid, Earned 

Owned, Paid and Earned theories have been used as Owned, Bought and Earned for a long time by Nokia (Goodall, DanielGoodall.com March 2, 

2009), one of the companies this paper is following. Nokia called paid media “bought media”, but it is essentially two names for the same definition of 

a media type. 

In short, Owned media are the sites you can control such as company website, and Facebook site. Paid media 

is where the brand is advertised in magazines or on internet sites, i.e. Facebooks ad bar in the right side of the 

screen. It may look like “Picture 1”. And finally earned media is blog or Facebook debates that the companies 

or brand cannot control such as viral content or word-of-mouth (WoM) (Hanna, Rohm, & Crittenden, 2011). 

Companies can control the content that gets shared in owned media, and on which the WoM is based on i.e. a 

video or story about the brand. 

This paper will not deal with paid media as advertising is a major subject on its own. Furthermore the data and 

results are only obtained in the fan page and not the possible Facebook advertising. It is worth noticing that 

when branding, all three categories are important and have their own benefits and challenges (Corcoran, 2009). 

See table 1 below. However, owned Facebook activities as well as earned are what this paper will put into 

focus.  

1. Owned media 

The benefits of owned media are the control of the content. They decide what will be put up, how many times it will be repeated or how long to have 

focus on a certain subject. But in terms of Facebook all content posted, will have the possibility to become shared and losing control as the users will 

have the control. With owned media certain subjects will only interest certain segments or groups of people. In that way you can satisfy niche audiences, 

Picture 1, Screenshot from author’s Facebook 
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while other content can satisfy the majority (Corcoran, 2009). A Facebook page can stay as an owned media if few uses it, but then the point of using 

Facebook is gone: the possible advantage of reaching many people, which can be defined as “earned media”. 

a) Challenges 

A challenge with owning media is that there are no 

guarantees that your marketing message will reach 

non existing potential customers, and thus the money 

you put into videos or other marketing material are 

not necessarily a success (Corcoran, 2009). Another 

big issue is that because the author is a brand or 

company, the message may not be as trustworthy as 

if it was a friend’s WoM (ibid). Furthermore, the 

message often takes some time to scale, though 

Facebook have a clear advantage over normal 

homepages since once it is posted, it is for every fan to 

see the next time they want to know what their friends are doing. The issue with Facebook however, might also be that if there is a lot of information 

from other brands or friends, the brand message may not be spotted in the clutter (Corcoran, 2009). 

However, fans of brands may thrust the message and engage in a dialogue, and then Facebook is just another media like the homepage where the 

customers’ feedback might be heard but where the message is not spread.  

Table 1, (Corcoran, 2009) 
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2. Earned media 

Earned media is whenever a brands or companies’ Facebook 

page gets in dialogue with its fans and they participate in the 

activity of the page and might even share content. The term 

“earn” is used when a brand have posted “something so cool or 

interesting that people want to use their own media to tell others 

about it, and hence you earn media” (Goodall, 

DanielGoodall.com March 2, 2009). Depending on the privacy 

options, a fan’s like or comment on a brand post could also be 

earning media if the liking or comment is shown on the fans 

timeline. The fans activity possibly visual for friends to see the 

liked or commented post, just like the Starbucks example above 

(Reed, Whitepaper, Momentfeed, 2011, p. 25). 

Owned and earned part of Facebook are connected in this paper as all post from companies have the possibility to go from Owned, to Earned via WoM 

or posts going viral. 

One of the most successful earning media examples are Volkswagens “The Force: Volkswagen Commercial”, which is about a boy, dressed as Darth 

Vader a figure from the film series Star Wars. The video develops to be an advert for the 2012 VW Passat model, but the innocent and sweet boy made 

the video go viral and over 50 million people have watched it on the social video service YouTube (Volkswagen, YouTube, 2011). Volkswagen 

reached a far greater audience and got “free” advertising, and that is the essence of brands being on Facebook - getting your message heard.  

a) Benefits 

As previously written, there are three types of fan responses and they are important in various ways. The sharing part makes the post reach more people 

than just those who are already fans, and therefore potentially all the brands fans’ friends and thereby an online word-of-mouth. This is what makes 

Facebook a great marketing media.  

Figure 4, (Goodall, DanielGoodall.com May 20, 2009). 
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Commenting on a post is what creates true dialogue with the customers and fans. Liking is a simple expressions of sympathy of the brand. And so, 

earning media gives trustworthiness as the information is shown on friends Facebook news feeds, that this fan like that content. When y a person you 

already thrust shares something it may make the content more credible (Corcoran, 2009). 

When fans “becomes” the channel towards other friends and thereby spread the brands’ message is when Facebook branding reaches its full potential. 

“This is good because it shows that the more interesting you make your content in Bought [or paid] and Owned media, the more your ideas will spread 

via Earned Media” (Goodall, DanielGoodall.com May 20, 2009).  

The reach of earned media is far greater than owned and paid/bought media. Daniel Goodall has tried illustrating this with figure 3. In the very same 

article as where Goodall posted this figure, he argues that earned media may not be as cheap as 

one might think and that leads to the challenges of earning media.  

b) Challenges 

Being dialog based, social media can be imagined as a horizontal layer that touches many parts 

of the company including customer service, sales and branding (Drell, 2011). An indirect 

challenge with earning media is, when a Facebook post is shared or it spreads via digital WOM, 

it may not directly cost the company anything. However, the work behind getting a viral post is 

often backed by a professional approach towards Facebook marketing, making great products and 

having a customer service where people are listening to and reacts on customer problems, along 

with being proactive and “delighting them in ways they didn’t expect” (Goodall, DanielGoodall.com May 20, 2009). Not listening to customers can 

also make a post go viral, though with a negative effect.  

When Corcoran define lack of control in earning media, it is because you cannot “force” something on somebody (Corcoran, 2009). As the figure 3 

states, the brand has little to no control with what the people do with the post. Just as this could be a post that creates positive WOM it could also be 

negative WOM, but that is why Facebook branding needs to be handled with careful professionalism and why paid/bought media still is an important 

part of digital media strategy.  

Figure 5 
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3. Measuring 

When measuring a company’s earned media one could argue that every like and share count and therefore all activity is earned. However, some posts 

may stand out as having gathered more attention and these posts will be put into context of the benefits of earned media. For this paper I will look at 

the engagement in the green focused post to view if they are engaging more or less people, compared to other types of posts. 

I will measure reach with number of likes, shares and comments as well as IPM.  

Looking at “People talking about” on a company’s Facebook landing page give the user a monthly view of how many people who are talking about the 

company. However, this is only an overall measured metric and cannot directly be related to a specific post (ibid). Social baker provide various metrics 

but as with “People talking about” these metrics are not linked to specific post so I may extract data about i.e. green posts. These overall metrics may 

provide usable data nevertheless as it can be compared to the other companies. 

 

E. Social Green Branding 

Branding, whether it is on Facebook or in a newspaper, share the same core definition of what a brand is: An added experience or added value. A 

combination of facts and feelings (Kunde, 2001, p. 23).  

In the western part of the world, people have plenty of everything (Kunde, 2001). We do not need more products, but what we (think? we) need is 

products that give us an added experience. To some extent, we are sending signals about our self with the things we buy. The internet has moved 

advertising towards web 2.0 where you can interact with consumers. But something remains the same: “People don’t believe what you tell them. They 

rarely believe what you show them. Most of the times they believe what their friends tell them. And they always believe what they tell themselves” 

(Sãvulescu, 2011, p. 20). However, with web 2.0 and Facebook, consumers now have the possibility the talk with the company and the brand. So with 

Facebook fan pages, rather than being intrusive or look like an offer, advertising can now be a request or possibility to participate and express your 

emotions and stories. As a result, the successful brands with consumer activity are now controlled by consumers (Kunde, 2001, p. 26). The fact that 

consumers become fans of companies on Facebook might be an indication that Facebook is relevant for companies since consumers actively searches 

for the companies (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 53). However, it is worth noting that the social networks essential function is for people to 
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remain in contact with friends (Sãvulescu, 2011, p. 22). The success for a Facebook fan page may therefore lay in the traffic rate, number of likes, but 

also the less measurable feature: To have genuine dialogue with fans and to engage the fans.  

Various branding efforts and methods can help change, adjust or maintain the company’s identity and image (Cheney, Christensen, Zorn, Jr., & Ganesh, 

2004, p. 125). And thus, using green branding may change a company’s image. According to Kotler et al, marketers should not apply the same strategy 

as with other types of media, which is to advertise aggressively by displaying products and services, but rather to use conversation as a new type of 

advertising (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 93). As the market and technology changes, so should the company. As you would tell a story to 

a friend, so should companies. By and large, there are two ways of doing this. One is the rational way based on facts and numbers and intellectual 

arguments. The other is the emotional route with compelling stories and pictures about the product or the use of the product. A combination of both 

facts and emotions is argued to be a way of succeeding with branding towards both the rational thinking consumer, but also the more emotional thinking 

consumer (ibid). When introducing a product, the former Apple CEO Steve Jobs achieved success with using the emotions first, and then afterwards 

list the features and facts. More on this below with Consumer segments.  

Kotler et al argues that the consumers are able to control a brand with the things they write and also if they do not write anything. Their actions are 

very important to the brand and company. The collective power of fans is bigger than the power of a company and in the collective part lays the social 

network. “Many-to-many conversation [like Facebook] is what makes a consumer network so powerful. A brand story has no meaning when consumers 

are not talking about it” (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 65). So the companies need to embrace this opportunity and make the best of it, and 

certainly include it in the marketing and brand strategy (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010).As a result, dialogue should be authentic and with a 

strong integrity.  

As explained above, facts, emotions, pictures and a unique market position are what may separate one brand from another in the mind of a consumer. 

But how does green branding differ from normal branding? Some of the differences are found when examine the consumer segments. This may help 

understand which consumers buy green products, and should be focused on and how a company approach them. 

1. Consumer segments 

Just as there are various types of companies, the same applies for consumers. In broad outline, consumer may be divided into four segments, the 

“Trendsetter”, “Value-seeker”, “Standard matcher” and “Cautious buyer” (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 163). It is worth noticing that this 
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model may also apply to products that are not green, but then the focus may change. To describe the various consumers that are likely to buy a green 

product, I will deal with the four segments in listed order as a products life cycle may include going through the various segments starting with 

Trendsetters, going to Value-seekers and so forth, see figure 5. 

 

a) Trendsetter  

The Trendsetter may be the most important one for a company while being unimportant for another depending on the product. However, for green 

products and green branding, Trendsetters are the one to put focus one in the start because they often are change leaders (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 

2010, p. 163). Trendsetters are open to new ideas and 

technologies. 

Trendsetters can be target by using environmental 

friendliness as an important differentiation element. 

Trendsetter are the first to buy such products or 

services, so it is important to brand with emotions, make some hype and make the Trendsetters “promoters” because of their active nature (Kotler, 

Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010). Trendsetters are often approached with WoM i.e. at Facebook (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 163).They may 

show the products to fellow Trendsetters or people in the neighbourhood, family and friends through WoM.  

Though the Trendsetters are great for a start, and may be great for the environment, the real impact is made when mainstream products are made more 

green. Which now leads us to the Value-seekers. 

b) Value-seeker 

Being green may not have to be the only differentiator and this relates to the Value-seeker. As the product becomes more popular and reaches the 

mainstream market which has a more rational mind compared to the somewhat emotional driven Trendsetters. Emotions are not unnecessary for 

Figure 6, (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 165) 
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approaching the Value-seekers but may not be the key to the value-seekers heart, so facts should be applied. Companies that make their way to the 

mainstream markets, are on its way to the big part of the green difference. Needless to say, for true eco-conscious companies, the green products for 

Value-seekers are equally as important as niche products for Trendsetters. When Value-seekers are said to be more rational, one key element may be 

cost-efficiency, i.e. a car with better fuel 

efficiency. There is an green element in 

mainstream Value-seeker products, but that may 

not necessarily be the only or key branding and 

sales element (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 

2010, p. 164). Value-seekers may not want to 

pay more for a green product, if the only 

advantage is being green. As a result it is 

important to state the cost-saving nature of the 

green product that the ordinary product may 

lacks, to target value-seekers (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 164). Going from Value-seekers that wants green products with cost-efficiency 

to the next, the Standard-matcher. 

c) Standard-matcher 

As figure 5 shows, the Standard-matchers may be even harder to convince to buy green. Figure 6 shows Standard-matchers are more conservative and 

they may want what is considered popular, truly mainstream and used by the masses. Therefore companies with a green product should focus on 

Trendsetters and Value-seekers in the first instance. When the product becomes mainstream Standard-matchers will follow. For this segment, 

environmental friendliness is just one out of many features and the key selling points could be price. So the Standard-matcher may be a hard segment 

to reach, or at least they will only be reached after some time, but the next and final segment is even harder to embrace with green branding.  

d) Cautious buyer 

In green branding, the cautious buyer is rarely usable or serviceable. By Kotler et al’s definition, the cautious buyer is often environmental doubters 

and thereby not worth to put focus on as it may be too costly (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 165).  

Figure 7, (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 163) 
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T sum up, the Trendsetter is the people to buy green products because of its green element and will buy it even though it may cost more than ordinary 

products. Value-seekers like the fact that it is green, but also wants it to be cost effective. The standard-matchers will not buy a product because of its 

green element even though the product have other features that are interesting or useful, but simple because that particular green element is what every 

company includes among all the other features.  

 

A. Key Performance Indicators 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) is a method developed to quantify and report data, called metrics on various activities, so KPIs are made of metrics. 

KPIs are only the few important ones that are most interesting for this paper or the ones that describe certain progress the best. Therefore KPIs are 

often presented in graphs, ratios or averages to show whether or not there is progress, success or failure (Lovett, 2011, p. 155). The KPIs ought to show 

some context, and to illustrate this I have chosen two companies within the same sector. Content is important because we can compare the data. A 

company may have 30.000 fans, but is that many or few? What do the competitors have? And is the more fans the better? This will only show by 

comparing to the competitors. “More fans equate to more exposure and more exposure can lead to increased interactions and perhaps, some day, 

more customers” (Lovett, 2011, p. 49). Furthermore, the companies will be followed for at least two months to ensure that enough data is collected so 

the KPIs are reliable. To make the Facebook activity and data comparable the same KPIs and metrics needs to be applied to the chosen companies. 

KPIs show the objectives the companies work towards. The companies Facebook objectives could be “generating awareness, creating dialogue, 

encouraging interaction, facilitating support, promoting advocacy, or spurring innovation” (Lovett, 2011, p. 11). I have selected three KPIs that will 

help answering this papers problem statement, and in particular the question of how companies exploit the opportunities of green Facebook branding:  

IPM, comments score value and categories.   

IPM will act as an indicator of how well the company create dialogue and engage its fans. IPM have been acknowledged as metrics that could answer 

KPI’s for the chosen companies’ Facebook sites. However, comments may show variations to the value of comments. If half of the comments you 

receive are negative that observation can be important so comment value will show how satisfied fans are with the content in each category. Categories 

may be products or CSR or eco-consciousness depending on the types of posts the companies writes about. If certain types of posts receive negative or 

positive comments, those post types may be worth producing less or more. Therefore categories have also been implemented as a KPI.  
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As all the theory have been explained, the next move is to examine the data collected via my methods and thereby create an analysis.  In the following 

section I will put the theory into the method context of the “Own Data from Facebook sites”, “IPM” and “Socialbaker” as explained in Methodology. 

To make the analysis as non-complex as possible the analysis will be divided into two parts. The first part, “Analysis Part 1”, will be pure data analysing 

of the categories that have been extracted using KPI. All six companies will be examined in one category at the time. So the categories will be dealt 

with one by one, while examine the companies Facebook post and the fans reactions of the post. These categories could be “products” or “environment”, 

and thereby help making a mapping exercise out of the data to help reveal the degree of environmental focus, product focus or which subjects/categories 

the companies throw lights on. The second part, “Analysis Part Two” will put focus on the theory, while still using data, but more on this in the second 

analysis section.  

IV. Analysis Part One 

While analysing the Facebook sites I extracted several categories. The most popular categories were identified as “products”, “partners” and “CSR” 

(see appendix “Own data”, “Groups”). As this paper’s focus is on green branding an “environment” category will also be included so this paper will 

deal with four categories in total. The “environment” category will, due to the focus of this paper, examine all six companies with comment examples, 

number of likes, “IPM” and other types of data as written in the “Methodology” section. The three abovementioned categories (products, partners and 

CSR) will only deal with data from two companies to make sure the focus does not depart from “environment” and be used for comparative reasons to 

make it is clear which company that put focus on what category. However, the three downgraded categories may include conclusions that are also true 

for the remaining four companies.  

In this analysis I will analyse one category at the times. I will start with the, for this paper, most important category “environment”. Then move to 

“products”, “partners” and lastly “CSR”.  
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A. Environment: 

This category lists the companies mentioning of what may promote eco-conscious solutions, ideas or products. Usually eco-consciousness is part of a 

company’s CSR strategy, however since this paper put special focus on environment, CSR and eco-consciousness it has been divided into two 

categories, but more about CSR below. 

Starting with the IT companies, Nokia promotes recycling used or old cell phones (Nokia, Dec 5, 2011), Dell cheers for the international recycling day 

(Dell, March 19 , 2012).  

1. Nokia 

The finish company had two posts about recycling (see “Own data”, “Overview” and “Nokia”), that in total received an amount of likes from fans that 

seems to be very average when comparing to other categories as the two posts 

in average received 3945 likes, while the average is 3900. The number of 

comments however, were significant lower as the posts only made 448 fans 

respond whereas the average where 770 comments. It is worth noting that one 

of the posts had 740 comments and the other post a paltry 156 comments. The 

same major difference is visible in number of likes and shares where the 

popular recycling post had 6113 likes and the other 1777 likes. The number of 

people who shared the two posts where in total slightly higher with an average 

of 306 compared to the median of all categories being 156 and the total average 

is 250. So all in all, green focus is not something that is given remarkable 

attention or extra positive activity from the fans, when looking at the average 

numbers. Looking at one post may reveal less activity and the other post may show more activity. 

The comments’ subjects were extracted to two typical replies from fans, one referring to the products and Nokia in general. As the fan Harshad 

Bhamare expresses it: “Nokia is best, especially my N85” (Nokia, Dec 5, 2011). The other type of reply is referring to the original message about 

recycling, but still praising Nokia. An example hereof is the fan Stefan Jõemägi; “[Good] to know that some big [companies] actually care about our 
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nature” (Nokia, Dec 5, 2011). In general, the Nokia brand receives many positive comments and praises and most of the responses are positive- This 

seems to be in line with all of the other categories (see appendix “Own data”, “Nokia” and “Overview”). The average score for the two environmental 

posts are 4.0 which are rather positive as it equals to the score of “mostly positive”, 4.0 (see Theory, “Own Data from Facebook sites”). As a side note, 

the majority of Nokia’s posts combined have been given “mostly positive comments”, with a total score of 4.13.  

When looking at IPM, Nokia’s average when combining all categories is 0.61, whereas the environmental category is 0.59. So summing up Nokia’s 

slim environmental Facebook efforts are responded with varying engagement from the fans, though the comments cause positive feedback.   

2. Dell 

Dell’s post information about recycling the 19/2 2012, many fans puts the post into a negative perspective with a comment like the following: “I start 

by never buying Dell again. Other computers last longer reducing the need to replace a Dell computer. Less purchases of Dell electronics = less 

waste” (Sears, 2012). Dells post got 122 likes, whereas the median number 

of all categories’ likes is 158 and an average of 233 likes (see appendix “Own 

data”, “Dell”). However, Dell previously contributed with two other 

Facebook posts regarding recycling and those was received with mixed 

comments and slightly more likes, 136 and 152 (see appendix “Own data”, 

“Dell” date 15/11 2011 and 14/12 2011 respectively) giving a 137 in average 

number of likes which is much less than the total average of all categories of 

233 likes. The average comment score of eco-conscious posts are 2.67 which 

is rather low and lower than Dells total average of 3.21. 

When looking at Dell’s IPM, the average for the eco-conscious posts is a 

mere 0.10, meaning for every 100.000 fans only 10 fans responded. That is a low score and with and average IPM of 0.20 there is little activity on the 

Dell page, especially when dealing with eco-conscious posts. 

Summarized, comments in the particular post of 19/2 are mostly negative. So according to the comments Dell received, it is not without problems 

when Dell promote eco-consciousness to its fans. And Dell’s numbers of likes do not give rise to a more nuanced picture. Dell’s recycling post was 
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not shared at all, however that is in line with many other post of the other categories. So Dells Facebook page is no bed of roses, but even worse when 

dealing with Environment.  

Going from IT companies with paper will continue with energy companies. Companies like Shell, BP, Vestas and Betterplace that creates energy 

products provide, to some extent, information about why their windmills or biofuels are better for the environment. Shell do not provide information 

about wind mills or biofuels as they do not have such products, however they do seem to create some initiatives that are more eco-conscious. 

3. Shell 

Shells green engagement is highly documented on their Facebook page. They differentiate themselves from BP by not posting anything about 

windmills, however they still have eight posts about environment and with these eight posts there seems to be two subcategories. One is for an initiative 

they call Shell Eco-marathon and the other is general green initiatives that relates to fuel and the issues of oil spills.  

The Shell Eco-marathon is a challenge that invites “student teams from around the world to design, build and test ultra energy-efficient vehicles” 

(Shell, 2012). The three posts about the event deals with news from the ongoing challenge and invites Shell fans to know more about the technology, 

teams and events. 

The remaining posts deal with sustainability in general, and an example 

hereof is the post from the 12/4 2012; “Today we released the Shell 

Sustainability Report for 2011 which shows how we work to deliver energy 

responsibly to meet the world’s growing demand” (Shell, Apr 12, 2012).  

There seems to be little to no difference between these two sub categories 

when looking at the number of likes and comments and the comments value. 

However the only posts that have been shared were the ones dealing with 

Shell Eco-marathon. Most of the comments are somewhat negative an 

example hereof is regarding a gas spill where the fan think Shell has done a 

poor job and is formulating it like this: “Stop profiting from human rights abuse. Own up and pay up for the devastation in Niger Delta!” (Shell, Apr 

12, 2012). Though among the negative comments there are some more positive examples that cheer on Shell: “Nice, Shell. I [know like] Avis' motto 
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says, ''[We] try harder''. Shell equally tries harder!” (Shell, Apr 12, 2012). The average comments value number is 2.88, which indicate that there are 

more negative than positive comments.  

When examining Shells post it is evident that some people are either trying to proclaim Shells attention or hurt Shell as the exact same message is 

written by many different profiles. I do not know the reason why or the background for these comments, but in two of the posts there are 15 and 23 

identical comments made by different people (see appendix “Own data”, “Shell”). When excluding the identical comments in the calculation, Shells 

eco-conscious posts have are more positive outcome with a score of 3.25 and thereby giving a slightly more positive outcome compared to the “old” 

score of 2.88 and also put it in line with the other categories as the total average of comment score is 3.19. 

In terms of engagement and IPM, Shells eco-conscious posts score 0.66, which is higher than the total of 0.63, so the environmental category does 

have some activity. 

4. BP 

In April 2010 one of BP’s deep water oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico had a gas leak which developed into an explosion killing 7 employees and leaking 

huge amounts of oil into the water and the shores of Florida, Alabama and Louisiana (BP, Dec 31, 2011). This accident may had an effect on their 

Facebook site’s content, as CSR in the local area are covered intensively, even though I started following BP 1/1 2012. I followed BP for three months 

in which BP posted 33 times and 16 of the post it was CSR related. However, the accident has not influenced the amount of eco-conscious posts as 

there has only been one post about the environment, which were about consumers carbon footprint and how to lower it (BP Jan 20, 2012). However, 

BP does post information about their engagement in biofuel and windmills (See appendix “Own data”, “BP”) which are eco-conscious initiatives 

though windmills and biofuel are also investments and products to sell and thereby not solely initiatives to support a greener image. 

When looking at BP’s posts about biofuel, biofuel is described as “low carbon gasoline” (BP Jan 24, 2012), a “renewable resource” (BP Feb 14, 2012) 

and “sustainable alternative energy” (BP Feb 3, 2012). The latter also includes windmills but BP  present the location and technical facts such as 
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number of Mega Watt a windmill can produce. An example hereof is the post 

from 23th February 2012, “Dedicated today, BP's 1,000th wind turbine in the 

U.S. is part of the 22,000-acre Sherbino 2 wind farm in west Texas, which 

generates enough power for 45,000 homes” (BP, Feb 23, 2012). This is the 

same way Vestas presents windmills, so windmills green nature are maybe 

taken for granted.  

For biofuel, both the number of comments and likes is slightly lower with 51 

likes compared to the average of 63. The number of fans sharing BP’s posts is 

completely average. When looking at the comments they are generally mixed, 

but slightly more positive than negative and scores a 3.25. An example of a 

typical positive post is from Maya Caparroso: “Nice! Thanks BP! Eco friendly! Saving the planet” (BP, Jan 24, 2012). However, in many posts from 

BP “fans” like the following states something negative about BP: Dan Active “I know of 4 peeps that died in the [Valdez] spill” (BP, Jan 24, 2012). 

So like Shell, where some people writes the same negative comments, BP have a few “fans” that actively uses BP’s posts to express their negative 

opinion about BP. While biofuel comments get a positive score there are only a few comments and that makes the IPM drop to 0.41. The total average 

is 0.55. 

In contrast to biofuel statistics, windmill posts have a few numbers that stands out from the crowd. The average comments value of only 2.60 is slightly 

lower than the other types of post that usually get 2.90 i.e. biofuel with its 3.25 (see appendix “Own data”, “overview”). We must keep in mind that 

higher is better. Interestingly enough the posts dealing with windmills are those that are the most shared and most liked and thereby windmills obtain 

an IPM of 0.57. So in terms of wind mills, BP is receiving mixed responses from its fans. However just as with Biofuel and most other categories 

regarding BP, there are both some positive and negative fans on the side-line.  

BP has only one post that can be categorized as sustainable information without mentioning one of the products. The post is about our carbon footprint, 

which involves how much carbon, we as consumers pollute (BP, Jan 20, 2012). And yet again the post receives mixed comments. However, the number 

of likes is remarkable low with only 36 while the average is 63.  
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Summing up the posts about environment, windmills and biofuels, are difficult to point at any conclusive differences when comparing them to non-

environmentally oriented posts. Biofuels scores better than average on comment value, while windmills post have lower score. In terms of number of 

likes, it is the other way around and the IPM is very average. 

Going from BP’s windmills to Vestas’ windmills there are some similarities.  

5. Vestas 

One of the first notable examples is that only in one instance out of 12 posts of Vestas 

products are Vestas mentioning something about wind mills helping the eco-conscious. 

”These projects will provide construction and maintenance jobs in Ontario and even 

more clean energy to the region” (Vestas, Oct 14, 2011). So Vestas might take for 

granted that the fans know about the green characteristics about wind mills. When 

looking at the post the first mentioning is regarding jobs, which might imply Vestas 

prioritizing. Another similarity between BP and Vestas posts about wind mills are stating 

the wind mill type and specifications. These two information types are always presented 

in Vestas product posts, but more on that below in the “product” category. The post of 

14 October is well received with some positive comments, but the number of comments is only 3, while average is 7. On the other hand the post got 

64 likes, while the average is 54.  

So after looking at both BP and Vestas wind mill posts is may show a red line that wind mill orders and products are not explained as being green 

energy or that the companies just assume the fans and consumers know wind mills creates environmental friendly energy. However it is worth noting 

that Vestas made a post about sustainability because of an award given by Dow Jones: “the most sustainable company in the world in the segment 

Renewable Energy Equipment” (Vestas, Sept 13, 2011). That post received almost identical numbers with 64 likes, not shared and 5 mostly positive 

comments. So with a combined comment score of 4.5 the two post have higher average score than the total of 3.48(see appendix “Own data”, “Vestas” 

and “Overview”). When taking the post and calculate the IPM the score is 8.5 which may seem peculiar, but average Vestas’ IPM is 8.53 and given 
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Vestas only had approximately 8000 fan at the time of when the data was collected, it will give very high IPM values. Going from one company with 

high IPM values to another, Betterplace had 38,000 fans but almost the same average numbers in likes and comments giving an average of 2.12 IPM. 

6. Betterplace  

Betterplace imitates Vestas by creating green alternatives to the ordinary solutions, 

but lacks to communicate it when announcing new products or just to talk about the 

environmental advantage Betterplace’s products may have. Betterplace’s strategy 

seems to be pointing out oil independency as an advantage (Betterplace, 15 Nov, 

2011) (Betterplace, 24 Jan, 2012) and combining it with battery driven cars, also 

called Electric vehicles (EVs) (Betterplace, 12 Dec, 2011) (Betterplace, 14 Feb, 

2012), that may hint about green transport, however that requires previous 

knowledge about EVs being potentially more green. The fans of Betterplace may 

already have that knowledge, though that is unknown, but why not write of the 

potential?  

 

7. Environment sum up: 

When looking at the effort many of these green companies do offline and on their websites, it is a bit peculiar that only Shell stands out from the crowd 

and presents green information and news on their Facebook page. However, when looking at the other companies there seem to be very little deviance 

when comparing the category “Environment” to the rest of the categories. The deviance might actually show some negativity towards the environmental 

discussion as both Shell, Dell and to some extend BP’s mentioning of environment gets slightly more negative comments from its fans. Nokia’s fans’ 

comments, in average, seem to be very much in line with everything else they write in other categories. Vestas and Betterplace are producing green 

energy solutions, but these two companies do not flaunt it on Facebook, they more or less hide it, as no posts directly mention the environment as being 

an element of their solutions. So in this category there is no clear answer to if companies should or should not post relevant green information.  
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B. Products: 

Most of the companies provide information about their products in various ways. The mentioning of a new products, put focus on a special feature in 

a given product or simply what the product can be used for. Some companies also provide services or software along with physical products and these 

two elements will be dealt with and included in this category as a product. 

This category may be a main part of the company’s marketing as it often put focus on product specific features that are unique or separates it from 

other rival products in the same sub category i.e. smartphones with extra focus on the camera. Speaking about smartphones, when looking at the 

Facebook walls of Nokia and Dell one thing is differentiating them from one and another. The two companies have been chosen because even though 

they both are in the consumer electronics business their approaches are somewhat different. Nokia is branding everything in their product portfolio, 

whereas Dell is only branding their PC’s and not their monitors or carrying cases. These two IT companies are also the ones to be dealt with in the 

product category as they have some differences that are general for other companies as well, but more on that below. 

1. Nokia 

Nokia’s Facebook page has frequently updates about product information. Actually while I followed the Nokia site products were the most used 

category (see appendix “Facebook data by date” sheet “Overview”). Out of the ten product posts, six were about their cell phones, two were accessories 

and the final two were software services. This indicate that Nokia’s approach is to spread its focus, furthermore the product do not only contain 

information about a top model smartphone, but also cheaper and more budget friendly feature phones (Nokia, Jan 8, 2012). However, if Nokia wanted, 

they could easily put in more information about sustainability such as a photo showing the packaging of one of their smartphones (Nokia, Nov 14, 

2011), as Nokia use up to 60% of recycled materials in the packaging (Nokia, 2012). However, in the product category, Nokia receives the most likes 

compared to the other main categories, furthermore it is also the most shared category plus the category gets an impressive score of 4.40 user comments 

value, which means that most of the comments are either  mostly positive or positive. The 4.40 score is above most of the other categories as the 

average score is 4.14. That said, out of the six companies this paper have followed, Nokia tends to get more positive responds from its fans. Looking 

at IPM the product category is also very high with 0.77, whereas the average is 0.61 and the eco-conscious posts about recycling is 0.59 (see appendix 

“Facebook date by date” sheet “Overview”).  
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2. Dell 

Going from Nokia’s score to Dell’s, there is a drop in comment value score to 3.67, but it is still the top score for Dell. And just as Nokia, Dell receives 

a larger amount of likes to their product posts compared to the other categories. However Dell differentiates from Nokia by focusing primarily on their 

products and put little effort in branding their services or accessories (see appendix “Facebook data by date” sheet “Dell”). When Dell announces small 

battery efficient laptops they could also use the possible lesser environmental impact it makes, compared to bigger and more power hungering laptops 

as a selling point for the eco-conscious customers (Cummings, 2007). 

Though they may not be direct competitors, Dell could differentiate from Nokia by providing information about Dell’s renewable packaging and 

services or products that aims to reduce environmental impact (Dell, 2012). Both IT companies use initiatives to reduce both their own and the 

customer’s environmental impact, however, though the green branding could have been implemented in their Facebook updates, the two companies 

writes very little about their green efforts (see category “Environment” above). In terms of IPM, the “product” category has the highest score with 0.28, 

which is remarkably higher than the “Environment” category of 0.10. 

The other companies tend to do the same as Dell and Nokia by providing very little information about environment along with the product information. 

However Nokia’s broad focus on product and service branding may seem to be the most used with the companies this paper is focusing on. BP puts 

information on most of their products and services on Facebook whereas Betterplace, Shell and Vestas only have one product or service to sell, but 

still aim at covering most of the product’s features. Whereas both Dell and Nokia have “product” as their most popular category, it seem that only 

Vestas is alike and the other three companies’ posts’ about products are generally received with average excitement compared to the Planet and Profit 

when looking at the number of likes and the average comment score. However, Vestas’ positive score might have some relevance to that fact that the 

company is having a rough financial time (Acher & Chayesteh, 2012) and new products therefore are given extra positive attention by the fans.  

However the conclusion to this category is that you either get positive, neutral or mixed attention from the fans. And among the four categories, 

“product” is generally have the most positive outcome and therefore may be recommended to implement in the social network strategy.  
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C. Partners: 

Most companies use some sort of partners to make their products work, but in various ways. . The common reason is that partners are neither part of 

the company itself nor a subsidiary company but a company of its own. In the incidence of being a subsidiary company, the service or product will be 

part of the “products” category.   

This category is somewhat different from the two above because Shell and BP have not made any posts about partners. In contrast to Shell and BP, 

both Nokia and Betterplace use this category a lot and it accounts for approximately 20 percent of their Facebook posts (see appendix “Facebook data 

by date” sheet “Groups”). 

Dell and Vestas are also using partners in their posts but as they both had less than five, they will have less focus in this category. Nokia and Betterplace 

have nine and five posts respectively and because of the higher number, their activity and fan response will be looked at to conclude some similarities 

or differences. 

1. Nokia 

Starting with Nokia, most of their posts involving partners are about apps available for both Nokia’s low end feature phones (Nokia, 24 Feb, 2012) and 

high end smartphones (Nokia, 14 jan, 2012), but a few post are also about hardware partner Microsoft with their Xbox gaming console (Nokia, 20 jan, 

2012). So just as with the “Product” category, Nokia aims to post information about most of their partners whether it adds expensive or cheap services 

to the Nokia product line.  

Nokia and Betterplace are similar in the partner category? In terms of average fans comment score as they both are lower than all the other categories. 

However, both scores are still above the neutral or mixed 3.0 but Nokia’s score of 3.78 are somewhat lower than the other categories with values of 

ostentatious 4.0 or higher. Both in number of likes, comments and persons who have shared the posts “partners” are lower when comparing the scores 

with the other categories (see appendix “Facebook data by date” sheet “Overview”). However when taking a second look at the negative comments, 

some of them are also about Nokia rather than the partner (See appendix “Facebook data by date”, sheet “Nokia”, column “Category”). 

 In terms of environmental imprints, Nokia has put focus on other parts of the CSR field such as health. As a way of integrate more focus on their 

partners eco-consciousness Nokia could follow the same approach as with health where Nokia made a post showing gathering of health conscious apps 
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(Nokia, 10 Dec, 2011). Nokia have actually already made a collection of green apps, though they only appear on their website and not their Facebook 

site (Nokia, People and Planet, 2012), so the will and information is available on other media types.  

2. Betterplace 

Whereas Nokia is seeing an overall decrease in values, Betterplace sees an increase in terms of number of likes, comments and sharing, but when 

looking at the comments value the score is lower than the score of other categories and thereby takes after Nokia in comment score. In terms of partner 

involvement, Betterplace are focusing on various partners and their addition to Betterplace such as automobile manufactures (Betterplace 15 Dec, 

2011) and investors (Betterplace, 12 Nov, 2011). So just like Nokia, Betterplace aims to cover most of their partners.  

Basically, Betterplace do not provide green information about partners or attach green values to the partners.  However, in two instances Betterplace 

shared an article about them and their investors and partners with Green Tech being the overall theme with “A big day for us, as more partners join 

our vision for an electric future!” (Betterplace, 12 Nov, 2011) and “Wow! What do you think about this Infiniti Emerg-E concept electric car?” 

(Betterplace, 13 Mar, 2012). However, as with the product category, the fans must have preceding knowledge about the electric cars being potentially 

greener compared to ordinary petrol cars.  

Partners might be interested in the possibility to add green values when partnering up with Betterplace, so there is room for improvements in this 

category in terms of eco-consciousness. In terms of IPM, there are two very different results. Nokia’s activity is by far the lowest compared to other  

categories and Betterplace’s activity is the highest. 

When looking at the other two companies also posting about partners, Dell is seeing the same pattern as Nokia with less liking, sharing and comments 

values, the IPM value being far below average (see appendix “Facebook data by date” sheet “Overview”). On the other hand, Vestas single post got 

great response in all categories but since it is a single entity it cannot be used for drawing a conclusion. When looking at Dells partner posts, they are 

unlike their product post where Dell focused very narrowly on only hardware. With partners, Dell posts information about both hardware and software 

(Dell, 28 Jan, 2012) (Dell, 11 Feb, 2012). 
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Despite the low scores, Nokia and Betterplace ought to continue to embrace its partners as they might add value and being a business asset for both the 

company and its partners. Posting news related to partners is a part of establishing or maintaining a positive relationship and therefore beneficial for 

both partners (Balle, n.d.). 

 

D. CSR 

Corporate Social Responsibility or Corporate Sustainability and Responsibility posts is all about the CSR the company is doing such as put light on 

humans rights and social awareness. As written in “Environment”, this category, will not deal with eco-consciousness but only the other elements of 

CSR. Just as with the category “partners”, some companies did not make Facebook posts about their CSR activities, so this category will only include 

Shell, BP and Dell. Since there only are three companies posting CSR content I will make an exception and analyse all of them, and do so in the 

abovementioned order.  

Shell’s six CSR posts are not focused on a specific topic, but spreads to everything from culture (Shell, 23 Mar, 2012), road and drilling safety (Shell, 

9 Mar, 2012), to community projects in Somalia (Shell, 23 Feb, 2012). In general the scores from its fans are average, as the number of people who 

shared the posts and the comment value are higher, but number of likes and the number of comments are lower. In total it gives a slightly lower IPM 

for the “CSR” posts compared to the average IPM (see appendix “Facebook data by date”, sheet “Overview”).  

BP has a slightly more narrow approach to CSR topics as they primarily are about American Football (BP, 3 Jan, 2012) and education in levels from 

university and college (BP, 19 Jan, 2012) to basic computer skills for unemployed (BP, 2 Mar, 2012). In terms of response from the fans, the numbers 

are below average, though the comment value score were higher. It is worth noting that BP’s CSR engagement is location-wise focused on USA and 

Alaska, whereas Shell deals with most parts of the world. With BP in general, many of their post are about Gulf coast restoration Project (GCRP) and 

fishing tourism and usually these would be considered as CSR. But due to the fact that the restoration is directly related to BP as an accident and not 

something that normally would be considered expected environmental damage related to products, this paper have chosen to categorize these post in a 

category of their own. However, that category, “GCRP”, has very similar scores as the CSR category with only comment value score being higher than 

average, whereas the others are lower, also the IPM score. 
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Dell’s approach is somewhat similar to Shell’s as they spread not only all over the world but also on many different topics. The CSR subjects Dell 

touches are cultural (Dell, 4 Dec, 2011), gender inequality (Dell, 6 Feb, 2012) and humanitarian relief (Dell, 7 Mar, 2012) just to name a few. The 

amount of liking, sharing and number of comments seems to be slightly lower than the other categories, though the comment value score is slightly 

higher than some of the other categories (see appendix “Facebook data by date” sheet “Overview”).  

All in all the scores and values seems to be very average for all three companies. However the CSR subjects vary quite a bit and i.e. BP only cares for 

local and USA-themes subjects whereas Shell and Dell touches subjects that are more globally oriented. However it is worth noting that BP is describing 

their fan page as “BP America” and that its fans can learn and thereby indicate the purpose of BP’s “progress in the Gulf of Mexico, and our commitment 

to America's energy security and economy” (BP America, n.d.). 

 

E. Data sum up 

The data shows that eco-conscious post may not be high priority as there are only a few posts, though some of the chosen companies are producing 

green products. The most popular category is without doubt “product”, except for Shell, where environment actually have decent scores.  

If Facebook is handled as the more personal, informal and fun media it may seem reasonable to have eco-consciousness on a low profile as it might 

relate to more serious subjects. However, a more fun or creative approach to CSR and eco-consciousness may make the CSR categories more tangible 

and in line with the Facebook media.  

Going from the data analysis, I will now proceed to including the theories. I will deal with one company at a time, instead of one category at the time. 

 

V. Analysis Part Two 

When trying to do a mapping exercise of the possibilities Facebook lay out, it is interesting to look at the options the chosen companies are using. I 

will start with the two green tech companies, then move to oil and gas, and finally IT companies. All companies will deal with the theories 3P’s, 

SoLoMo, Owned, Paid and Earned and lastly the Branding theories.  
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A. Vestas 

Being one of the two green tech companies this paper has monitored, I had expectations about getting a lot of information about CSR, People, Profit 

and especially Planet. As of October 24, 2012, looking at the information Vestas have written on their Facebook landing page, they have chosen a 

simple and sparse solution as they write post, have made a brief description in the “about” section and you can see “Photos”,  “Video” and “Likes” 

(Vestas, landing page, n.d.). 

1. People, Planet, Profit 

One of the key elements of online green branding may be the very basic, to inform about what the company is doing. From the theory section I have 

written briefly about “CSR” and “People, planet and profit” and the latter may help analysing if there is one or two “P”’s that gets more attention than 

the others. That might also help give a general view about the company’s green efforts that are put into Facebook. 

a) People 

Vestas has a brief description in the “about” section; “The mission also mirrors Vestas’ uncompromising stance on safety, which is given top priority 

no matter what the context, because the customers demand it and the employees are entitled to it” (Vestas, About, n.d.). This quote as well as a 

Facebook post (Vestas, 17, aug, 2011) puts safety in focus. However, safety is only one out of many elements in “People”, but safety is the sole element 

Vestas have written about.  

b) Planet 

Vestas do not give information about or arguments why green technology is better than competing energy resources such as oil or gas. One of Vestas 

goals may be to place wind energy alongside oil or gas as an energy source, still Vestas do not write why wind energy is favourable or may be green 

(Vestas, About, n.d.). However, Vestas do mention that “[t]hese projects will provide […] clean energy” (Vestas, Oct 14, 2011). 

c) Profit 

Profit is the last part of 3P’s, and Vestas write a little bit about the activities they do to not only produce products that helps customers being sustainable, 

but also being a sustainable company itself (Vestas, 13 Sept, 2011). Furthermore they made a video clip about initiatives to improve quality while 
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reducing cost (Vestas, 28 Feb, 2012) and thereby making it easier for potential customers to choose Vestas and wind farms instead polluting alternatives 

as oil or gas. 

Vestas being a company selling sustainable solutions to corporations or governments, provide slim information about the 3P’s. Vestas cover People, 

Planet and Profit with approximately equal focus to the 3P’s triangle is retained. But due to Vestas products green nature, one might think that they 

would provide more information about CSR. 

2. Social, Local, Mobile 

The most important part of “SoLoMo” is that the companies’ actions and information is viewable everywhere and thereby encourage fans to participate. 

SoLoMo is mainly targeted for consumers, however Vestas uses some of the principles as well. 

Having an active Facebook page is the first step of social engagement. However, with SoLoMo, the company incentivize for liking, sharing or in the 

following case, posting an opinion about a certain subject. Vestas posted a video about a product along with a written description about the video. 

Vestas’ Facebook manager is ending the description with “BTW if you haven't seen this video about the turbine yet, it’s well worth the 3 min. - or you 

tell us if you think it's worth a watch” (Vestas, 4 Oct, 2011). 

This is a very explicit example of how to engage fans as Vestas is directly asking users for opinions. Ironically this post were not commented, and 

might hint that asking fans for something specifically may not end up as one imagined. However, quite a few people liked and shared to post so it in 

total had an IPM of 10.8, more on that below. Another social initiative Vestas have allowed is letting people tag themselves or friends on a photo 

showing the Vestas headquarter (Vestas, Nov 8, 2011). The photo have also an element of Location as it is written to be taken in Aarhus, Denmark. 

The photos IPM is 19.0 which is very impressive.  

Another way Vestas is using SoLoMo, or at least “Local”, is by naming the place in which wind farms are going to be build. This is actually done in 

most of Vestas products posts, unless the customer do not want to bring that info. These specific places could be Finland (Vestas, 24 Jan, 2012), or 

even more specific with a province in Canada (Vestas, Oct 14, 2011). This might engage people living in these areas as it might feel more confident or 

relevant to post an opinion. It may also give the fan a feeling of Vestas being present in their neighbourhood and thereby might get a more positive 

opinion on Vestas (Reed, Location-Based Engagements, Momentfeed, 2011). However, in the example with Canada, only two of 64 people who liked 
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the post had proven affiliation to Ontario (Swinburne, n.d.), (Mote, n.d.). For Finland, only two of 55 likes came from Finland (Ravolainen, n.d.), 

(Saviaho, n.d.). And none of the comments were proven to be affiliated with Finland. The posts IPM value is 8.4 and 8.1 respectively, which may 

sound astonishing, but Vestas has an average of 8.5, so it is actually lower.  

The posts above shows that even though Vestas is a B2B company, the elements and functions of SoLoMo is adaptable for most types of companies 

and SoLoMo is, to some degree, able to encourage fans. It is worth 

noting that there were no specific elements that could be associated 

with Mobile, though of course, a fan can access Vestas’ Facebook 

page on a smartphone if wanted. 

3. Owned, Paid, Earned 

As mentioned above, Vestas has a very high average of IPM which 

means that the engagement rate will make sure that many friends of 

Vestas fans will be able to view Vestas updates. The post of 20th 

January (Vestas, Jan 20, 2012) had a total engaging behaviour of 179 

with likes, comments and shared combined and thereby showing 

Vestas max reach of fans. Vestas’ two sustainable posts (see 

Environment, Vestas) reached a total of 69 fans, while the average is 

68. This may imply that green branding does not engage the fans in a 

larger degree than other posts.  

In IPM that is 19.0 and 22.4, which show how much activity small but engaging social media may have. Figure 14, clearly show the difference between 

Vestas and the other companies this paper follows.  However, with only approximately 8000 fans, the reach of Vestas’ message will be limited. But 

looking as figure 16 Vestas engaging fans provide almost the same activity as Betterplace, though Betterplace have 4.75 times more fans. That proves 

that engaging fans is very important. 

Figure 14, Screenshot of Social bakers, October 8, 2012 
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When looking at Vestas’ few green posts none of the posts are any standing out from the rest and thereby earning media. As written in “Analysis Part 

One” Vestas’ overall environmental engagement is actually below Vestas average. When looking at Vestas’ page “People talking about this” (Vestas, 

n.d.), the numbers of October 8 was 896 which equals to 11 % and that is a very high percentage compared to the other companies this paper follows 

(Figure 18, page 60). However, “People talking about this” is a very general metric and cannot directly be associated with Vestas’ green posts but 

prove that Vestas fan are very engaging. Because of the low number of fans, Vestas may want to try to get more fans, while bringing content that states 

the green nature of Vestas’ products.  

Looking at Vestas categories it is very clear that products and fiscal information is a large part of Vestas, maybe due to their B2B business structure. 

Bet because Facebook is a more personal consumer oriented media Vestas might take that into consideration and also post less formal information. 

4. Branding 

As written in green branding and consumer empowerment, a company’s story has no meaning if nobody is talking about it. Luckily for Vestas, as 

shown above, their engagement may help spread the company’s story about wind farms being developed and bought by other large companies or 

governments.  

Looking at consumer segments seem a bit peculiar as wind mills are an expensive investment made by governments, energy companies and alike. 

However, Vestas’ Facebook page may turn to both employees and people interested in windmills. The fan engagement of Vestas’ page hints at 

Trendsetters as they are very active consumer and very eager to participate in a dialogue with his or hers favourite brands and could be met with 

emotions and storytelling. But when looking at the Vestas page, it is primarily facts and figures that are presented (Vestas, Oct 14, 2011), so Vestas 

might be able to engage their fans even more.  

Summing up all the Vestas environmental effort as a green tech company, it was rather surprising to find no post directly praising green solutions, but 

only a few posts that implied wind mills green nature. Put differently, Vestas do not use Facebook for green branding or even as informational source.  

 

Some of Vestas competitors do also have a Facebook page, but with very little engagement and few number of fans (Suzlon landing page, n.d.) (Gamesa 

landing page, n.d.). Another competitor only has an unofficial page, again with very no activity at all (Unknown, n.d.) 
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So Vestas has great possibilities to improve their social media engagement and thereby may earn a competitive advantage. Just a few easy initiatives 

may be that Vestas put more focus on engaging trendsetters with emotions or even start writing about partners. Vestas could point out its partners that 

have bought wind mills from Vestas so the trendsetter know they both support Vestas and may get clean energy. If the price is right, Vestas might also 

engage the value-seekers.  

Going from Vestas’ slim environmental Facebook effort to another green tech company, to see if their green branding efforts are more enthusiastic.  

B. Betterplace 

Starting with Betterplace’s landing page, there is of course some posts tab with number of likes, pictures, videos and about. Already in the about section 

Betterplace give away that they strive for a more green alternative to oil as a fuel for cars. However, first I will look at the People part of 3P’s and then 

go to planet and lastly profit.  

1. People, Planet, Profit 

When going through Betterplace’s posts there is not direct indication of a CSR strategy of how electric vehicles may affect the local area or other 

initiatives that relate to “People”. However, when looking at Betterplace’s homepage, www.Betterplace.com, it is clear that they know which 

environmental selling points they will put focus on, such as clean air which will help the local areas with due to minor CO2 emissions (Betterplace, 

n.d.) (Betterplace CSR, n.d.). The knowledge and initiative have just not been communicated on Facebook. So with a bad start with the first P I will 

now proceed to Planet. 

In the about section Betterplace describe themselves as “a global provider of electric vehicle (EV) networks and services, accelerating the transition 

to sustainable transportation” (Betterplace, n.d.). Thereby doing so they make sure that fans are able to get knowledge about the green advantage 

Betterplace have to other competitors. As pointed out in “Analysis Part One”, “Environment”, Betterplace often hint at EV’s as being green, but fail to 

announce it directly. So both People and Planet are lacking information on Facebook, though without doubt Betterplace do have the knowledge. 

In the Profit part of 3P’s, Betterplace is slightly more engaging. When looking at the activity one might think this is due to financial uncertainty or 

Betterplace wanting to announce that big investors trust the product and vision (Betterplace, Nov 12, 2011). Furthermore, Betterplace flaunts when 

journalists talks positively about them (Betterplace, Feb 16, 2012). In terms of 3P’s, Betterplace’s Facebook page may appear as a news channel, rather 

http://www.betterplace.com/
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than a social media which purpose is to engage and connect with its fan and start Trendsetters so they can start engaging their community and friends. 

However, this picture will be discussed further in SoLoMo.  

To sum up, the 3P’s triangle looks more like a flat line with no direct Planet or People activity, but a few Profit posts.  

2. Social, Local, Mobile 

Betterplace do try to engage it fans so it is necessary to nuance the picture of Betterplace’s Facebook page only being a news feed. Betterplace have 

made initiatives both to make people gather and small talk while tweeting (Betterplace, Jan 12, 2012), and this is a great example of SoLoMo combined. 

Betterplace also makes pure social initiatives to hear the fans opinion on how they will engage with their friends and family about EV’s (Betterplace, 

Feb 3, 2012). To engage trendsetters it is important to give them 

something to say, but also what other people are saying. As a result, 

Betterplace share what prominent media is saying about them 

(Betterplace, Jan 24, 2012). This may make trendsetters opinion more 

credible if sources are mentioned and not just the trendsetters own 

opinion (Kotler, Kartajaya, & Setiawan, 2010, p. 163).  

Betterplace are also using local endorsement so people can relate to 

Betterplace in that way. Betterplace have a very global approach and 

using China, Europe, and Australia (Betterplace, Dec 1, 2011)  

(Betterplace, Mar 1, 2012) (Betterplace, Nov 23, 2011). In terms of 

Europe and Australia, there is also an element of celebrity endorsement 

because of top politicians and motor racing driver praising and put light 

on Betterplace.  

The mobile experience is only represented through the twitter gathering mentioned above. Al in all SoLoMo is used, though with focus on Social and 

Local separated, whereas mobile is not directly put into context or as a preferred way of getting in contact with Betterplace.  

Figure 15, screenshot from the 8th October, 2012. 
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3. Owned, Paid, Earned 

In terms of green posts, Betterplace posted none that directly stated EV’s are a more green solution. However, as written in “Analysis Part One”, there 

are no posts directly about environment, however two is about EV’s. One of them have lower than average IPM score and thereby possible less reach, 

the other post had the highest IPM score of 6.2 and thereby 

one example of how great reach Betterplace may have. The 

post had 147 likes, 86 shared and 24 comments, which 

equals to 257 engaged fans (see figure 16) and IPM of 6.8 

(Betterplace, Mar 6, 2012). Figure 16 shows no 

“Environment” data, since no explicit examples was found. 

Betterplace have only 498 Facebook users, or 1.3%, that 

talks about Betterplace (see figure 18, page 60), and that 

affects their “Page score” which is lower than most (Figure 

15 above). This makes the picture of reach and thereby 

earned a bit more blur as Betterplace’s fans may be active, but the reach is still low. The Social baker data also shows that Betterplace as the only 

company do not have pictures or videos as their favourite post type, but ordinary status updates with no media attached (Figure 18). If that has 

connection to fewer people talking about Betterplace is unknown, but the company may want to experiment with adding pictures which seems to be 

industry standard, and then see if the results of “people talking about” changes. The sum of Betterplace’s reach, is that there are very little activity 

compared to Vestas, though Betterplace have far more fans. 

 

4. Branding 

As written above, Betterplace uses some sort of celebrity endorsement, often by politicians, but also by the Australian driver mentioned in “Local”. 

This have not been described in the theory part, it is a clear branding strategy that might make people care about the brand if they also care about the 

celebrities. Another strategy is to make one of the features seem more personal. This is done to make it easier for customers to remember, as it is more 
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emotional (Kunde, 2001, p. 23). The feature “Oscar” is a navigation system and Betterplace calls it “a friend” (Betterplace, Oscar, 2012). Betterplace 

has very engaging fans, though maybe not as active as Vestas’, but in return Betterplace has a larger number of fans.  

When thinking about consumer segments and the IPM values, it may look like Betterplace has a mix of trendsetters and value-seekers that just wants 

info by looking from the side-line. Trendsetters come in mind due to their active and engaging nature which combined with Betterplace’s service 

having environmental friendliness as a differential element. In Denmark EV’s are because of the Danish legislation, to some extent, tax free which 

makes them cheaper than the cost of a petrol vehicle of comparable size (Dansk Elbil Alliance, 2010) (Betterplace, half cost, n.d.). Furthermore, 

Betterplace argues that the monthly cost is lower as gasoline is more expensive per kilometre compared to the monthly subscription to Betterplace 

(Betterplace, monthly cost, n.d.). This may attract value-seekers as they will not only support sustainable innovation, but also save money and make 

use of the Oscar navigation and entertainment system.  

To my knowledge there are no direct competitor to Betterplace in regards to Battery switching, however within electricity for EV’s Betterplace meet 

competition by Clever, eVgo and Blink among others. As for the numbers of fans, Betterplace is far exceeding its competitors as Clever has 1900 fans 

(Clever, Landing page, n.d.), eVgo 3000 fans (eVgo, Landing page, n.d.), and Blink 900 fans (Blink, likes, n.d.). I looked at the past 28 posts of 

Betterplace’s competitors because it is the same number of post Betterplace was examined by. The posts show that all three competitors had posted 

one post stating that EV’s are green (Clever, Green Future, 2012) (Blink and Ikea, 2012) (eVgo award, 2012). Thereby the competitors showed 

initiative to explain that EV’s may be a green alternative to the petrol-powered car, which Betterplace failed to do in a direct manner. Trendsetter and 

eco-conscious consumers may already know this, but some may not. Furthermore as a selling argument stating that something is green may engage 

Trendsetters, but if the post is liked, commented or shared, the Trendsetters friends will definitely know it, which again leads to the powerful “reaching” 

element of Facebook. This means that Betterplace may miss out on valuable engagement and thereby sales.  

Betterplace may not be as forward in their green stating as its competitors, but just as with Vestas, Betterplace meet little competition on Facebook in 

terms of raw numbers of fans. Now that the green tech companies have been covered, I will move to oil and gas companies, Shell and BP, starting with 

Shell 
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C. Shell 

Just as with the two companies above, I will start with 3P’s, move to SoLoMo, the Owned, Paid, Earned and finish with green branding. As seen in 

Analysis Part 1, Shell is very active with posting about CSR and Environmental related content.  

1. People, Planet, Profit 

As seen in “Environment”, Shell is very engaging in posting about their green initiatives, so the 3P’s analysis will have a larger variation and thereby 

credibility compared to Vestas’ and especially Betterplace’s’ low activity. When looking at Shell’s environment category I found 8 posts and along 

with the remaining 21 posts they are dealt with in each P’s section (see Appendix “Facebook data by date” sheet “Group”).  

Just as with Vestas, Shell has posted about safety for its employees (Shell, Mar 27, 2012) (Shell, Apr 5, 2012) and safety for its customers on the road 

(Shell, 9 Mar, 2012). Further “People” related content has been proven in “Analysis Part 1”, with CSR where Shell is very engaging with everything 

from supporting local European art (Shell, 23 Mar, 2012) to more critical and thoughtful anti-piracy in Somalia (Shell, 23 Feb, 2012). I can therefore 

conclude that Shell is very heavy on the People part of 3P’s, however, the next P, Planet, is also well documented. 

As stated in the Environment part of “Analysis Part 1”, Shell has plenty of posts about Planet some of them are indirectly stating sustainability just as 

Vestas and Betterplace’s posts (Shell, April 11, 2012). However, Shell does also use green synonyms such as “eco” (Shell, 2012), “recycling” (Shell, 

Mar 21, 2012) and “sustainable” (Shell, Apr 2, 2012). Furthermore, Shell even posts their Sustainability Report (Shell, Apr 12, 2012). So the Planet 

part of 3P’s is also well documented and that leads to the final P, Profit. 

In the 29 posts I documented from Shell, there were no posts directly about Profit, however there was one post that included an article that featured 

information about Shells Profit, growth and its visions for developed and developing countries (Shell, Feb 16, 2012). And as written above there where 

also post about Somalia and Shells sustainability report, which both include profit information. So Shell’s 3P’s effort may not end up as a perfect 

triangle, but it is the closest I’ve come in this paper. Next, I will analyse its SoLoMo  

2. Social, Local, Mobile 

Some of the social initiatives Shell uses are asking questions (Shell, Mar 6, 2012) and using sports (Shell, Mar 17, 2012) and TV shows (Shell, Mar 

15, 2012) to make people engage in the post.  
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Location-wise, as written above in People, Shell provides information to make fans from certain locations engage in the posts about i.e. Somalia they 

also draw in more specific places such as Universities (Shell, Feb 28, 2012). For both MIT and Somalia no one that likes or comments could be 

associated with the locations, but a lot could be associated with Shell employees, so for Shell, Facebook may be a great news channel.  

In terms of mobile, Shell openly embraces this important element of SoLoMo, with both an app for Android and iPhone that says: “your vehicles 

maintenance, route planning and finding a Shell Station close to you.” (Shell, Mar 2, 2012). The app shows the last two elements of SoLoMo and 

when posting information about it on Facebook, the app only needs to be able to share the users’ information on Facebook to embrace everything 

SoLoMo is. However, Shell’s mobile initiative does not stop here, as Shell also have an iPad app called Inside Energy (Shell, Apr 9, 2012) which 

contain information on which technologies Shell is exploring and how it works. So, again as with 3P’s, Shell is using various methods to engage and 

embrace the Facebook space, and doing so with an equal effort on every type of aspects which positions Shell as a role model of Green information on 

Facebook. This sum up leads to Owned, Paid and Earned media.  
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3. Owned, Paid, Earned 

In terms of social baker data, both Page score and Fan engagement are similar to BP, but when looking at the data also used in Analysis Part 1, the 

engagement, IPM and thereby Shell’s reach is better. Reach is also confirmed better with 6.3% talks about. The 30th March, Shell was found to have 

its max reach with 1384 respondents, and an IPM score of 

1.7, which is far better than the average of 0.6. The high 

activity was caused by pictures from Shells Eco-marathon 

which is a projects that aims for the participants to drive a 

car as far as possible on a limited amount of gas or petrol, 

so it may not be environmental neutral, but the initiative is 

to some extend green.  

Shells reach is far better than BP (figure 17), but when 

comparing to Dell which have two times more fans, Shell 

is lao better here, both in terms of reach (figure 17 and 19) 

and in “People talks about” (Figure 18). So shell is exploring the green social branding well. 

When looking at Shells landing pages there are eight tabs whereas Eco-marathon is one of them, but there are more tabs that include sustainability, but 

more on this below in the Branding section.  

4. Branding 

Shell is exploring some of the features that Facebook have given, the apps. Apps are small menus in Facebook made by the page owner and can use 

them for specific subjects. As mentioned above Eco-marathon is not the only environmental relevant but also “Global Energy Mix”, “future of Energy” 

and “On the road”, which are apps (see Picture 2). All of them combine elements from above such as security which can be listed under People, 

sustainability for Planet, and also bringing content to iPad and androids while talking about Alaska which is in the spirit of SoLoMo. However, they 
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all link to Shell.com and cannot directly be shared through Facebook so even though Shell is making a big effort of social initiative and exploring many 

of Facebooks options for green branding in various ways, there are 

still a few improvements to be made. But Shell provide information 

for most fans’ interests. The same applies to consumer segments. 

When looking at Shell’s Facebook page there is information to please 

Trendsetters, Value-seekers, Standard-matchers as well as the 

cautious buyer. The Trendsetters are reached with the numerous green 

focused posts such as recycling where emotions and questions are 

presented like this: “What's the most interesting thing you've seen 

made out of recycled materials?” (Shell, Mar 21, 2012). If 

Trendsetters feel they are heard the social branding can expand as 

fans will keep the activity. The Value-seekers are also embraced in terms of reduces the costs while polluting less (Shell, April 11, 2012). Looking at 

the comments, the majority are positive and has been rated 4, mostly positive, which Shell only have eight of out of the 29 posts. Most other posts are 

mixed and a few mostly negative (see appendix “Own data”, “Shell”). 

In contrast to some of the other companies, Shells most used post is adding a video. However with environment no videos was added, but all posts was 

supplied with links for further reading and have picture as well (Shell, 2012) (Shell, Mar 7, 2012). 

Because Shell also writes about gas and ordinary petrol the remaining two segments can be reached as well. Looking at Shell’s competitors, Q8 have 

a Belgium page that writes in English. Q8 has what they called “eco-tips of the month” that is about fuel economy and other elements that may decrease 

drivers CO2 emissions (Q8 Belgium, 1 Feb, 2012) (Q8 Belgium, 4 Jan, 2012). Whereas GE Energy even has a page dedicated to sustainable solutions 

only (GE Energy, n.d.). However none of them have activity or enough number of fans to threaten Shells great green branding effort. Another big 

competitor is BP, so let us proceed with them below. 

  

Picture 2 
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D. BP 

AS Shell have performed very well, in the mapping exercise and explored most of the features social media theory advocates, BP is also doing well, so 

let us explore their effort starting with 3P. 

1. People, Planet, Profit 

As mentioned in Environment, Analysis Part 1, BP have many post regarding their Golf Coast Restoration Project (GCRP), CSR and also some posts 

about wind mills and that affects the 3P’s as there are plenty out examples. The following are just a few of the many possible, but as with the previous 

companies, let us start with People. 

One initiative BP helps fund is IT classes for unemployed (BP, Mar 2, 2012) another is its internal work of supporting women in business (BP, Feb 15, 

2012). So BP helps people that may be regarded as minorities or persons that needs a helping hand (Houston Business Journal, 2012). Of other people 

related, as well as location related, BP do a lot of work for the fishing industry in i.e New Orleans after is Oil spill. With 12 posts of 33, BP is putting 

a lot of information on Facebook of the progress and initiatives (see appendix “Own data”, “Overview” and “BP”). So BP is very people heavy. Moving 

to Planet.  

BP has various Planet focus with everything from wind mills and biofuels (BP Feb 3, 2012) to consumer initiatives so one can calculate carbon footprint 

(BP Jan 20, 2012). And again, this is just a few examples, however, Planet do not get the same attention as People. The last P, Profit, do also get a lot 

of attention, which is on par with Planet. Most of the attention is due to projects that funds initiatives related to GCRP (BP, Dec 31, 2011), but also 

wind mill projects (BP Feb 14, 2012) and a few local projects such as the abovementioned school classes. In total, BP is very People heavy, but 

compared to the other companies, except Shell, BP is very engaging in Planet and Profit as well.  

With all these 3P’s and GCRP initiatives, the local part of SoLoMo is already heavily documented, but let us start with Social. 

2. Social, Local, Mobile 

When excluding the obvious that posting news and information is the first step towards social interaction, BP, questions fans what they think or how 

they act. An example of this, is the carbon footprint calculator post where BP asks “Have you ever wondered how big your carbon footprint might 

be?” (BP Jan 20, 2012). As written above, the local have already been mentioned and the south eastern part of USA is often mentioned due to the spill 
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and GCRP. However, in opposition to other companies many of the respondents are from i.e Louisiana, but the comments are not always positive and 

as seen in Analysis Part 1, as BP’s comment value score is often mixed emotions. With these comments in mind, let us look at BP’s reach. 

3. Owned, Paid, Earned 

4.3 % talks about BP (figure 18), which is not a good as Shell’s 6.3 %, but better than Betterplace, Nokia and Dell. For BP reach may be important to 

spread the knowledge about its GCRP work, and to avoid negative Facebook and press focus. That particular incidence happened, when a fan of the 

mobile phone carrier, Telenor, wrote a negative post about Telenor that received more than 30.000 people liked the post and 3.000 comments were 

made (Brinkmann, 2012) while various media covered the story (Smidt, 2012), thus damaging the company. However, BP has limited the fans use of 

BP’s site, as it is not possible to write a post to them, but only to comment BP’s posts. This may avoid an incidence as the above, but it also limits the 

social engagement, and possible reach being negative as well as positive. Furthermore, BP has an integrated Facebook app about “commenting” policy 

(BP Policy, 2012), which may indicate BP has had many negative comments in their post or on their wall, as this app explains that fans “should be 

constructive, respectful, and contain language that is appropriate for all groups and ages. We therefore reserve the right to disallow comments” (BP 

Policy, 2012). But BP is not the only company experiencing many negative comments, so do Shell. And their Scandinavian competitor, Statoil has a 

similar tab about commenting (Statoil, n.d.). This initiative strengthen BPs control with its Facebook page, and may therefore limit the reach as shown 

in figure 4, as the more control, the less potential of earning media. As shown in figure 17, BP’s reach is not on par with competitor Shell, both for 

environment and in average. In terms of IPM (figure 11p. 35), fan engagement (figure 14, p. 47) and page score (figure 15, p. 50) BP and Shell are 

somewhat similar, making BP’s reach and overall slightly negative comment score to drag down BP green branding effort. 

Not everything about BP is negative, the top three posts with the largest reach are all about GCRP. The one with most reach had a total of 538 likes, 

shared and comments (see appendix “Own data”, “BP”). That equals to 1.7 per mille. So BP’s reach is good, when comparing with Shell and having 

in mind that Shell have far more fans. The number of fans, may change, so now I will move to branding to see which segments are put focus on. 

4. Branding 

Due to GCRP, it is my guess that few fans of BP that can be segmented as cautious buyers. Such spill may attract people interested in news about the 

progress, but also if BP is doing more for the environment afterwards. There are clear signs of posts aimed for Trendsetters as BP has 5 post about 

wind mills and 4 of biofuels (see Appendix “Own data”, Groups”). However, Value-seekers are also targeted as biofuels helps “reducing greenhouse 
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gas emissions and cutting costs” (BP, Jan 25, 2012), unfortunately both is without emotions that may help engage Trendsetters. BPs favourite post 

type is pictures (see Figure 18), but in no cases of the green post are a picture used. So if pictures works for BPs fans, this could be implemented. As 

written above BP asks fans’ questions to help empower them, just as funding money for IT classes also help BP create a story of a company that may 

make mistakes, but try to revert its wrongdoing with helpful initiatives. 

I have already briefly talked about Statoil but in terms of number of fans, Shell and BP have little to fear as Statoil only has 4500 fans (Statoil, Landing 

page, n.d.). So with the Energy companies summed up, I will now proceed to the two remaining companies, Nokia and Dell. 

 

E. Nokia 

While Shell have almost 2 million fans, Nokia is near 9 million. With that amount of fans, there are plenty of people to try to reach if a company wants 

to brand itself as being green. So what are Nokia doing in terms of 3P’s? 

1. People, Planet, Profit 

Well, to having analysed Shell and BP with plenty of material, Nokia is using the same strategy as Vestas and BP, to give very litt le information. 

However, in terms of People, Nokia is posting information about health (Nokia, 10 Dec, 2011), which is both is a Social and Mobile action as it is apps 

for health, and some of the apps can share the results to i.e. Facebook (Davies, 2011). Moving from People to planet the same slim information is 

available. As written in Analysis Part 1, Nokia have to posts about recycling and no other planet related posts have been found. In regards to Profit, no 

post was found, which makes the pyramid a very small one and with a slim focus on Planet. 

So 3P’s was slightly disappointing, so let us move to SoLoMo where there are more activity. 

2. Social, Local, Mobile 

Nokia is talking to its fans as if they were friends by asking many, but various questions, such as what they think the future will bring (Nokia, Nov 6, 

2011), or which colour they prefer (Nokia, Nov 11, 2011). So Nokia is very engaging and the fans are participating with many likes and comments. 

Nokia do also have some location based post, but in fewer number than questions as they were harder to find (see appendix “Own data”, “Nokia”). The 

local part could be to participate in a concert (Nokia, Nov 28, 2011) or combining Local, with Mobile, as a particular app is works by identifying music 
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i.e. at a concert (Nokia, Nov 25, 2011). This automatically leads us to mobile which due to Nokia’s products is very focused on what and where fans 

can use their cell phone. Nokia post many pictures, and some of them are claimed to be taken with one of their phones and might thereby encourage 

fans to do the same (Nokia, Jan 19, 2012). In this picture, Nokia is also mixing some emotions in the text. “Every day, amazing moments are captured 

and uploaded from Nokia phones” (ibid). However no post was found where the three SoLoMo elements was combined.  

So all in all Nokia has most focus on Social and Mobile, though not completely forgetting local, but without reaching SoLoMo’s potential. Speaking 

about reach, I will now proceed with Owned and Earned. 

3. Owned, Paid, Earned 

Nokia may try to seduce its fans with emotions, and to some extend it seems to work. As written in Analysis Part 1, Nokia receive many likes, shares 

and mostly positive comments. When calculating max reach, Nokia has a score of 1.9 per mille, though the average only is 0.5. When looking at Social 

bakers’ figure 7 of fan engagement Nokia cannot compete with Vestas, however Nokia is slightly better than the rest and especially Dell. In terms of 

Page score is also doing well though not in the top, but it is a close race. With 223882 people talking about Nokia it may seem impressive and it is also 

the largest number out of the six companies, however with nearly 9 million fans (see figure 20), it is only 2.6 % which is quite low and only Betterplace 

is lower. So Nokia reaches many people, 

but in terms of percentage they ought to 

reach even more. But in terms of earning 

media, Nokia is the leader of this paper due 

to the 9 million fans, high IPM and at the 

same time it is backed by many positive 

comments. For any marketer this is 

pleasant news, so now I will move to 

branding. 
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4. Branding 

So how and which consumer segment do Nokia reach? Well there are some posts that may hint of Trendsetters as innovative materials are used due to 

recycling, but Nokia only post few green 

posts. As said above Nokia include emotions, but also humour (Nokia, Feb 6, 2012). One thing Nokia may believe works to get their message heard is 

pictures as that is their post type (Figure 18), and both recycling posts features pictures as well. So Nokia just need to add some of their many green 

initiatives to target Trendsetters better.  

Nokia also add information to get storytellers to tell their version of Nokia, by posting videos and some of these videos also add value to the Nokia 

product (Nokia, 20 jan, 2012), unfortunately since the videos do not include sustainable information, I am unable to classify the post to target Value-

seekers. So the conclusion of Nokia’s segment targeting is either Standard-matchers or might even cautious buyers, due to the recycled phones, which 

is just one out of many features of Nokia’s phones.  

While Looking at Nokia’s posts I was also following Google on the side-line and briefly looking at Google (Google, Landing page, n.d.), however no 

instance of green initiatives were found, the same applies to Samsung Mobile (Samsung, Landing page, n.d.), and Apple (Apple, Landing page, n.d.). 

So in that perspective, Nokia’s slim effort is actually better than the competitors. Samsung and Apple are also competitor to  the last company of this 

paper, Dell. 

 

F. Dell 

As already covered in Analysis Part 1, Dell have difficulties engaging fans, but in terms of informing about sustainability, they are more active than 

Nokia, Vestas and Betterplace. So now I will go into the 3P’s, SoLoMo and so forth to look at the theory result behind the metrics.  

Figure 18, screenshot of Social baker,October 8, 2012 
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1. People, Planet, Profit 

Another thing we can learn from previous analysis is that Dell is very people heavy as they put focus on culture, gender inequality and humanitarian 

relief from all around the world. Dell is not solely focused on People though, as Planet is represented with three posts about recycling, but it is still less 

than People. Profit is mentioned through “Dell Social Innovation 

Challenge” (Dell, 6 Feb, 2012), which this year supported gender 

inequality and thereby both profit and people. Such initiatives may 

create positive awareness of Dell especially in the local areas affected, 

so let us proceed with SoLoMo to see if there are other local initiatives 

that are backed.  

2. Social, Local, Mobile  

Just as the other companies, Dell is asking for questions on various 

subjects ranging from politics (Dell, Mar 14, 2012) to products (Dell, 

Jan 18, 2012), and promoting Local initiatives (Dell, 4 Dec, 2011) or 

sports (Dell, Jan 3, 2012), but without reaching SoLoMo’s potential. As for Mobile, no post was found to be related, and thereby potentially earn 

media. Speaking of Earned media, I will now continue with that. 

 

3. Owned, Paid, Earned 

Social bakers’ figure 14 show that Dell has low fan engagement rate. Dell and Nokia produces consumer electronics but the difference between Nokia 

and Dell is clear. Dells page score (figure 18), IPM (“Own Data”, “Overview”) is also considerably lower than the other companies. This means that 

even though Dell have 1.5 million fans, many of them are spectators, meaning that they may only view Dells posts and thereby missing out on 

Facebooks great marketing advantage, engagement and reach. When only focusing on Nokia and Dell, figure 19 clearly show the difference in reach 
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with and without having engaged fans. As written before, 

even Shell with its 825000fans create better reach than 

Dells 1.5 million. However figure 18 shows that Dells 

“People talking about”-score is high with 135533, but since 

it is an overall score, I do not know if it is positive or 

negative exposure and in what context people are talking 

about Dell. So, Dells three green posts are getting slim 

attention, which is this papers focus. So Dell meet some 

challenges even though they are providing both eco-

conscious and CSR-related posts. But let us proceed with 

the last element, branding. 

4. Branding 

Dell posts information about CSR and environment, but they are doing it without targeting Trendsetters as neutrality is used and simply stating what 

happened. In all three recycling posts, Dell added pictures to the post which is its preferred post type, however that did not help as these posts were not 

well received, and other posts get better comment score, especially “Products”. So Dell may not have that many green Trendsetters. In non-green 

focused posts, Dell is also targeting value-seekers with offers (Dell, Nov 1, 2011). As stated in SoLoMo, Dell is posting questions, but also polls  (Dell, 

Feb 9, 2012) so Dell can learn more about i.e. products, but Dell are also posting links so fans can learn more. All this means that Dell may try to show 

their eco-conscious side, but what engages the fans and what create positive comments are products and questions or polls about products. So if Dell 

want to promote their green initiatives it could be done both by adding emotions and by combining it with products i.e. talking about how their products 

comes in green packing or shipping (Dell, 2012).  

When looking at the competition i.e HP had only one green post in the same time period (HP, Feb 23, 2012), but the same post show that HP is less 

formal when talking to their fans, which may is like you would to a friend: “Consider yourself to be environmentally savvy?”. HP also attached a 

picture to create attention. Furthermore, HP also tend to use humour a bit more, the following is a very clear example: “It's official. Santa spotted near 
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Palo Alto, California about 30 mins ago by our HP headquarters. Looks like he's close to 'wrapping' things up in the US kids!” (HP, Dec 25, 2011). 

As HP, Acer also only had one environmental post, but as with Dell, this was presented in a more formal tonality: “Dear fans, we have recently 

received some comments regarding the Dodd-Frank Act, Section 1502 from the US Congress, which looks at mineral sourcing across industry. Acer 

understands that corporations have to take up their social and environmental responsibility while doing business, therefore we have delivered to our 

suppliers our Statement for Materials (Metals) Extraction” (Acer, Oct 17, 2011). The post was strictly text with no picture. 

Dell could copy HP’s more informal tone while still inform about CSR to better target Trendsetters.With this sum up end the branding analysis of Dell, 

I will now continue with discussion to talk about critics of this paper as well as conclude the findings. 

 

VI. Discussion 

First, I will sum up my results in the conclusion and afterwards look at future possible usages and developments. 

A. Conclusion 

In this paper I have made a small mapping exercise of how green branding on Facebook is used. My conclusion will start with IT companies, then 

Energy and finish with green tech. 

Nokia and Dell both made posts about recycling either that their product could be recycled, contained recycled parts or the packaging was made from 

recycled materials, and thereby related to their products. Environment is mentioned in only a few out of many posts, and all posts featured their 

favoured posting type, pictures. When Nokia and Dell posted about recycling their earned reach, IPM and comment value score were less than average. 

In no post was the full usage of SoLoMo registered to possible expand the message even further. However, their competitors’ effort were even slimmer 

as some of them did not post about environment at all. Nokia and Dell are not completely the same though. Nokia uses more humour and is bit more 

focused on “Planet”, so they show that consumer electronic may not always have bigger focus on people. However, Dell is more formal and is very 

focused on “People”. Both companies have almost non-existing focus on “Profit”. Furthermore when comparing various metrics Nokia get much better 

results almost every time, so Nokia is earning Facebook far better. To address the trendsetters better, Dell can be less formal and Nokia should focus 

more on environment. Both may want to write about other subjects than recycling.  
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Moving to the Energy companies, BP and Shell, are very active in talking about CSR in general and Shell is also posting green information. BP’s 

subjects are biofuels, windmills and a link to BP’s homepage where fan can calculate their carbon footprint, just as BP post their visions for green 

future. In IPM, comment score and reach, BP have poor scores compared to Shell as well as many other companies. BP usually use pictures, but not in 

green posts, so BP could adjust that, just as SoLoMo was not used. For 3P, BP is very People heavy, and so is Shell. That proves the thought of oil 

companies having more focus on Profit is wrong. Shell impresses by posting many green posts and having great IPM and reach. The comment value 

score is mixed and they get some negative comment, though not as many as BP. As the only one Shell have made use of apps to promote windmills 

and Shells vision on the future of energy. So BP and Shell uses the same subject, though Shell also posts about recycling. Shell try to engage 

Trendsetters and Value-seekers with questions, emotions, pictures and cost-efficiency, so do BP, but without the informal tonality and emotions which 

may fail to engage Trendsetters. Shell has smartphones apps as well as posts for location, but they are not connected to Facebook, so Shell do not use 

the full SoLoMo potential, which otherwise could gain Shell an advantage due to better reach and more engaged fans. Some comments, is negative but 

that seems to follow the industry. In total Shells Facebook site are more diverse and engaging. And Shell explore green branding on Facebook better 

than the other companies. This leads us the final two companies. 

Betterplace have gained many fans even though they may be a green niche company. Even though being so, there were no post about “People” or 

“planet”, but two “Profit”-related CSR post. Vestas is a bit different, as three post registered as belonging to 3P’s, one post for each P. Put short, 

companies selling windmills or electricity to EV’s tend to post little about environmental friendliness. With so few CSR posts it may be difficult to 

engage Trendsetter, however in terms of IPM, Betterplace and Vestas outscores the other companies, but with only 38 and 8 thousand fans the reach is 

somewhat crippled compared to i.e Nokia’s 1.5 million. Betterplace has the second highest comment value score, only Nokia was better. Vestas is 

number three though close to Dell and Shell. Vestas often write the location of is windmills but this is the only SoLoMo activity they do. Betterplace 

tend to copy that, however, one example was found to embrace SoLoMo by planning a meeting were people could get together both offline and online. 

Furthermore Betterplace tend to use politicians as celebrity branding. 

To sum up the eco-conscious post, the IPM and reach are lower than average, except for Shell, however Shells comment value are lower. BP are the 

only one to better than average comment values.  
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B. Perspective 

This paper show that comment values are important as they may vary a low, ranging from negative to positive. Negative as well as positive posts can 

go viral, so it is important to monitor the Facebook activity. Facebook Marte insights show a page’s true reach, and may make future papers more 

reliable if such tool can be made public.  

As for now, there are no tool that can organize comments into a metric with either a positive or negative attitude. Such tool will otherwise be very 

useful. At the moment a method of best practise may be developed and used to easily gather data into metrics. 

Social media is in constant change so this paper only cover a bit of what companies may use Facebook for. Further research it advised. 
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VIII. Appendix 



Vestas

fan activity of the post

Date Posted by # of likes # shared # comm. value comment meaning Category Source

15/8 2011 Vestas 61 0 3 5 positive product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/267479799945636

17/8 2011 Vestas 63 0 3 5 positive fiscal info http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/234249946610525

13/9 2011 Vestas 64 0 5 4 mostly positive award http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/233197736732293

19/9 2011 Vestas 65 1 5 4 mostly positive awards http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/125919967508656

4/10 2011 Vestas 66 20 award http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/281137348577425

6/10 2011 Vestas 79 13 23 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/228188743903714

14/10 2011 Vestas 64 0 3 5 positive product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/286309241394144

8/11 2011 Vestas 96 25 31 4 mostly positive Pictures http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=269276556441197&set=a.269275903107929.72581.150526178316236&type=1

2/1 2012 Vestas 56 17 1 5 positive fiscal info http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/158965530872665

3/1 2012 Vestas 49 0 2 1 negative fiscal info http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/268497049881462

6/1 2012 Vestas 56 2 product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/270088319722116

12/1 2012 Vestas 12 1 4 1 negative dismissals http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/270033436392470

12/1 2012 Vestas 38 12 17 2 mostly negative dismissals http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/252316851504051

19/1 2012 Vestas 17 0 3 3 mixed lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/278870522176343

20/1 2012 Vestas 25 0 2 5 positive competition http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/224913734260578

20/1 2012 Vestas 115 57 7 3 mixed product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/211197742307978

23/1 2012 Vestas 43 0 0 products http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/165268113582468

24/1 2012 Vestas 55 2 8 3 mixed products http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/309465589088960

31/1 2012 Vestas 52 2 2 5 positive products http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/318509668190961

7/2 2012 Vestas 17 12 11 2 mostly negative fiscal info http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/316094175103222

8/2 2012 Vestas 14 2 8 2 mostly negative fiscal info http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/245194932225923

8/2 2012 Vestas 16 2 8 2 mostly negative dismissals http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/251564581586744

16/2 2012 Vestas 21 5 0 fiscal info http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/349357968429224

21/2 2012 Vestas 92 18 13 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/146711352116509

27/2 2012 Vestas 83 7 15 4 mostly positive products http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/301319286598684

28/2 2012 Vestas 15 0 1 5 positive partner http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/334148369954015

6/3 2012 Vestas 21 1 7 2 mostly negative lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/180609665388132

7/3 2012 Vestas 72 2 6 3 mixed product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/245043992256202

12/3 2012 Vestas 125 16 7 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/129528873841721

Average 54 7 7 3,48

Median 56 2 5 4
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http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/270088319722116
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/270033436392470
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/252316851504051
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/278870522176343
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/224913734260578
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/211197742307978
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/165268113582468
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/309465589088960
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/318509668190961
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/316094175103222
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/245194932225923
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/251564581586744
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/349357968429224
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/146711352116509
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/301319286598684
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/334148369954015
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/180609665388132
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/245043992256202
http://www.facebook.com/vestas/posts/129528873841721


Betterplace

fan activity of the post

Date Posted by # of likes # shared # comm. value

25/10 2011 Betterplace 46 11 5 3

12/11 2011 Betterplace 74 13 5 5

15/11 2011 Betterplace 27 2 4 4

23/11 2011 Betterplace 22 0 7 3

1/12 2011 Betterplace 32 14 9 3

6/12 2011 Betterplace 65 0 8 5

12/12 2011 Betterplace 38 1 5 5

15/12 2011 Betterplace 29 1 3 5

27/12 2011 Betterplace 34 1 5 4

5/1 2012 Betterplace 131 82 17 4

12/1 2012 Betterplace 25 0 5 3

22/1 2012 Betterplace 194 34 19 5

24/1 2012 Betterplace 7 1 5 4

26/1 2012 Betterplace 65 17 14 4

1/2 2012 Betterplace 0 75

3/2 2012 Betterplace 40 14 32 4

6/2 2012 Betterplace 40 1 5 4

14/2 2012 Betterplace 87 15 132 4

16/2 2012 Betterplace 39 3 3 3

21/2 2012 Betterplace 56 4 2 4

22/2 2012 Betterplace 62 11 3 3

29/2 2012 Betterplace 27 4 12 3



1/3 2012 Betterplace 14 1 2 4

1/3 2012 Betterplace 22 0 2 4

1/3 2012 Betterplace 50 12 5 4

4/3 2012 Betterplace 36 2 1 4

6/3 2012 Betterplace 147 86 24 4

13/3 2012 Betterplace 40 2 11 4

Average 54 12 15 3,93

Median 40 3 5 4
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comment meaning Category Source

mixed Product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150338181586127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

positive partner http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/308723865806228

mostly positive partner http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/261808300533148

mixed lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150378325886127.346908.22006641126&type=1

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/226935264044890

positive Award http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150403884576127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

positive product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/243287762405319

positive partner http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/292803757422577

mostly positive lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/136656443115076

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/127919283992205

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/236273999782679

positive lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150494521236127.363667.22006641126&type=1

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/281623515232596

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/355664334462122

participant question http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150517325136127/

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/345669178787606

mostly positive lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150527771426127.367974.22006641126&type=1

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150547063826127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

mixed award http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/307608509288325

mostly positive lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/255788114501365

mixed award http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/255896844488976

mixed lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/303929342996260

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150338181586127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/308723865806228
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/261808300533148
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150378325886127.346908.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/226935264044890
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150403884576127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/243287762405319
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/292803757422577
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/136656443115076
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/127919283992205
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/236273999782679
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150494521236127.363667.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/281623515232596
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/355664334462122
http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150517325136127/
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/345669178787606
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150527771426127.367974.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150547063826127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/307608509288325
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/255788114501365
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/255896844488976
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/303929342996260


mostly positive partner http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/351918124830632

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/280195198718440

mostly positive lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/368997723124453

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150586135701127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

mostly positive lobbyism http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/336998073004814

mostly positive partner http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/390937567583517

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/351918124830632
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/280195198718440
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/368997723124453
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150586135701127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/336998073004814
http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/390937567583517


http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150338181586127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/308723865806228

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/261808300533148

http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150378325886127.346908.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/226935264044890

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150403884576127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/243287762405319

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/292803757422577

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/136656443115076

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/127919283992205

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/236273999782679

http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150494521236127.363667.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/281623515232596

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/355664334462122

http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150517325136127/

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/345669178787606

http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150527771426127.367974.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150547063826127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/307608509288325

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/255788114501365

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/255896844488976

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/303929342996260



http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/351918124830632

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/280195198718440

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/368997723124453

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150586135701127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/336998073004814

http://www.facebook.com/betterplace/posts/390937567583517



http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150338181586127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150403884576127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150547063826127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1



http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150586135701127&set=a.104086946126.93021.22006641126&type=1



Shell

fan activity of the post

Date Posted by # of likes # shared # comm. value

15/2 2012 Shell 23 0 2 2

17/2 2012 Shell 16 0 3 3

21/2 2012 Shell 0 131

23/2 2012 Shell 30 0 3 3

28/2 2012 Shell 168 0 15 3

2/3 2012 Shell 110 0 7 4

4/3 2012 Shell 118 0 15 3

5/3 2012 Shell 656 0 12 4

6/3 2012 Shell 697 21 194

7/3 2012 Shell 496 48 36 4

9/3 2012 Shell 338 30 56 4

15/3 2012 Shell 160 21 11 3

17/3 2012 Shell 248 17 14 3

21/3 2012 Shell 393 0 27 4

22/3 2012 Shell 466 0 32 3

23/3 2012 Shell 583 20 36 3

26/3 2012 Shell 642 0 97 4

27/3 2012 Shell 580 0 71 3

28/3 2012 Shell 529 20 17 4

29/3 2012 Shell 500 35 1 2

30/3 2012 Shell 1236 95 53 4

2/4 2012 Shell 612 0 25 3



4/4 2012 Shell 188 0 15 3

5/4 2012 Shell 657 0 12 3

6/4 2012 Shell 678 15 183 3

9/4 2012 Shell 643 0 26 3

11/4 2012 Shell 774 0 47 3

12/4 2012 Shell 770 0 67 2

12/4 2012 Shell 643 0 59 3

Average 463 11 44 3,19

Median 515 0 26 3

S
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comment meaning Category Source

mostly negative Environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/327924133917865

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/328579527185659

participants question http://www.facebook.com/questions/331154526928159/

mixed CSR http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/332407260136219

mixed award http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/335138516529760

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/337168769660068

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356131621097116

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356726864370925

participants question http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/339503019426643

mostly positive environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/339297439439136

mostly positive CSR http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/341265942583684

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/320578051336056

mixed csr http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348302035211939

mostly positive environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348262041884074

mixed environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348737591836519

mixed csr http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/416000998415522

mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/350861024957509

mixed csr http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/351540728222872

mostly positive csr http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/335179366530186

mostly negative environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/379211862111801

mostly positive picture http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.340125222697756.78304.200969413280005&type=1

mixed environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/355039994539612

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/327924133917865
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/328579527185659
http://www.facebook.com/questions/331154526928159/
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/332407260136219
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/335138516529760
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/337168769660068
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356131621097116
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356726864370925
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/339503019426643
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/339297439439136
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/341265942583684
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/320578051336056
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348302035211939
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348262041884074
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348737591836519
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/416000998415522
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/350861024957509
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/351540728222872
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/335179366530186
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/379211862111801
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.340125222697756.78304.200969413280005&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/355039994539612


mixed products http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356131621097116

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356726864370925

mixed question http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/357390814304530

mixed product http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/359043094139302

mixed* environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360304214013190

mostly negative* environment http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360805707296374

mixed products http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360980923945519

* identical negative comments. If excluded the score would be 4, mostly positive

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356131621097116
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356726864370925
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/357390814304530
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/359043094139302
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360304214013190
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360805707296374
http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360980923945519


http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/327924133917865

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/328579527185659

http://www.facebook.com/questions/331154526928159/

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/332407260136219

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/335138516529760

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/337168769660068

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356131621097116

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356726864370925

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/339503019426643

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/339297439439136

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/341265942583684

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/320578051336056

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348302035211939

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348262041884074

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/348737591836519

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/416000998415522

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/350861024957509

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/351540728222872

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/335179366530186

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/379211862111801

http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.340125222697756.78304.200969413280005&type=1

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/355039994539612



http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356131621097116

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/356726864370925

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/357390814304530

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/359043094139302

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360304214013190

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360805707296374

http://www.facebook.com/Shell/posts/360980923945519



BP

fan activity of the post

Date Posted by # of likes # shared # comm. value comment meaning Category Source

31/12 2011 BP 55 0 73 4 mostly positive Gulf Coast Restoration Project (GCRP) http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150487412654920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1

1/1 2012 BP 115 2 290 4 mostly positive GCRP video http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150487412654920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1

2/1 2012 BP 68 5 26 4 mostly positive GCRP picture plan http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150491371779920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1

2/1 2012 BP 43 1 93 4 mostly positive GCPR video http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/340283822650158

3/1 2012 BP 51 1 210 3 mixed CSR http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/332394706778329

3/1 2012 BP 44 0 32 3 mixed CSR http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150493880759920

4/1 2012 BP 33 0 107 3 mixed CSR http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150496335459920

4/1 2012 BP 43 0 156 3 mixed GCRP + sport event http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/321193721236906

5/1 2012 BP 28 1 152 3 mixed GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/301121876590236

6/1 2012 BP 46 3 115 3 mixed golf coast turism http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150498573504920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1

6/1 2012 BP 53 3 116 4 mostly positive golf seafood/tourism http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/166307306810036

6/1 2012 BP 47 0 121 4 mostly positive golf coast turism http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150500172929920

8/1 2012 BP 119 2 124 3 mixed GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150502784099920

10/1 2012 BP 31 0 32 2 mostly negative GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150508693719920

10/1 2012 BP 40 0 23 2 mostly negative Wind mills http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150509034589920

13/1 2012 BP 45 0 46 3 mixed GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150515375899920

19/1 2012 BP 71 0 49 4 mostly positive CSR http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/256611247745939

20/1 2012 BP 36 2 126 3 mixed Environment, calculate CO2 footprint http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/121537104633788

24/1 2012 BP 43 1 62 4 mostly positive biofuels http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/173962566042596

25/1 2012 BP 38 0 41 4 mostly positive biofuels http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/242409892502503

27/1 2012 BP 42 0 31 3 mixed wind mills http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/114811148641405

31/1 2012 BP 37 1 335 1 negative GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/245188392225758

3/2 2012 BP 49 1 42 2 mostly negative biofuels http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/323570834354328

5/2 2012 BP 43 0 72 2 mostly negative GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/223733374382830

13/2 2012 BP 38 1 3 3 mixed GCRP http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/366408996720372

14/2 2012 BP 47 0 26 3 mixed wind mills http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/364600403569269

14/2 2012 BP 212 0 124 2 mostly negative wind mills http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/381805901846428

15/2 2012 BP 52 2 32 2 mostly negative Award for supporting women in business http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/387613474587933

16/2 2012 BP 58 6 108 3 mixed gulf coast fishing/tourism http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/232395303519032

20/2 2012 BP 164 26 348 3 mixed gulf coast fishing/tourism http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/234537886640587

21/2 2012 BP 75 11 136 3 mixed bio fuel http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/194741897300538

23/2 2012 BP 153 21 144 3 mixed wind mills http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/246644362087827

2/3 2012 BP 78 2 22 3 mixed CSR http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/395315250494729

Average 63 3 101 2,90

Median 46 1 107 3

B
P

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150487412654920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150487412654920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150491371779920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/340283822650158
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/332394706778329
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150493880759920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150496335459920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/321193721236906
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/301121876590236
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150498573504920&set=a.411892544919.185362.97279934919&type=1
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/166307306810036
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150500172929920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150502784099920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150508693719920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150509034589920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/10150515375899920
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/256611247745939
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/121537104633788
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/173962566042596
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/242409892502503
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/114811148641405
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/245188392225758
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/323570834354328
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/223733374382830
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/366408996720372
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/364600403569269
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/381805901846428
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/387613474587933
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/232395303519032
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/234537886640587
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/194741897300538
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/246644362087827
http://www.facebook.com/BPAmerica/posts/395315250494729


Nokia

fan activity of the post

Date Posted by # of likes # shared # comm. value comment meaning Category Source

1/11 2011 Nokia 10105 0 52 4 mostly positive question / poll, products http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150339697507397/?qa_ref=ssp

2/11 2011 Nokia 4009 0 1792 5 positive product competition http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/10150340719167397

6/11 2011 Nokia 7433 13 1062 4 mostly positive innovation http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150345647457397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

8/11 2011 Nokia 1441 23 746 5 positive poll/question http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/10150347543277397

9/11 2011 Nokia 8707 0 37 4 mostly positive quiz http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150348418522397/?qa_ref=ssp

11/11 2011 Nokia 4207 358 1075 3 mixed question http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150351714062397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

13/11 2011 Nokia 1225 69 148 3 mixed partner/app http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/158879847542947

13/11 2011 Nokia 1237 210 142 3 mixed partner/app http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/264581316927285

14/11 2011 Nokia 3959 444 325 4 mostly positive products http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150355878597397.348626.36922302396&type=1

22/11 2011 Nokia 2032 144 234 3 mixed cheerful photos http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150369859832397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

24/11 2011 Nokia 2068 118 446 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150373534427397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

25/11 2011 Nokia 1145 43 99 3 mixed app/partner http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/205916212816970

28/11 2011 Nokia 1697 97 149 5 positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150380444287397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

30/11 2011 Nokia 2023 15 2295 3 mixed question/preference http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/10150384541497397

1/12 2011 Nokia 5820 536 1298 5 positive competition http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150386085112397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

4/12 2011 Nokia 2156 13 1568 5 positive question http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/10150390690367397

5/12 2011 Nokia 1777 271 156 4 mostly positive recycling - green advocacy http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/238925296174322

7/12 2011 Nokia 2640 206 206 5 positive product http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150397204797397.353217.36922302396&type=1

10/12 2011 Nokia 1903 71 147 4 mostly positive partners/apps http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150403702542397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

13/12 2011 Nokia 1379 86 62 4 mostly positive cheerful video http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/260288967358178

8/1 2012 Nokia 5170 309 683 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150457180722397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

11/1 2012 Nokia 6113 340 740 4 mostly positive promoting recycling http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150462859842397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

14/1 2012 Nokia 2366 291 141 4 mostly positive partner http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/130157153770662

19/1 2012 Nokia 3230 156 337 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150477479717397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

19/1 2012 Nokia 2249 118 191 5 positive cheerful picture http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150477874607397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

20/1 2012 Nokia 2426 129 306 5 positive partner http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150479853552397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

25/1 2012 Nokia 6284 378 715 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150490108917397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

29/1 2012 Nokia 0 2613 participants question http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150498193537397/?qa_ref=ssp

1/2 2012 Nokia 4922 287 1007 4 mostly positive competition http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150505520032397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

2/2 2012 Nokia 2353 84 233 4 mostly positive partner http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150507511422397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

5/2 2012 Nokia 6264 409 1011 5 positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150513850352397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

6/2 2012 Nokia 3377 295 271 4 mostly positive cheerful picture http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150515976217397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

11/2 2012 Nokia 1903 193 90 4 mostly postive partner http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/362035047148883

16/2 2012 Nokia 5727 489 1102 5 positive competition http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150540352337397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

17/2 2012 Nokia 0 4671 participants question http://www.facebook.com/questions/10150542145422397/?qa_ref=ssp

22/2 2012 Nokia 6358 396 576 5 positive products http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150552717512397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

24/2 2012 Nokia 3429 162 505 4 mostly positive partner http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150555745077397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

27/2 2012 Nokia 3134 298 243 4 mostly positive cheerful video http://www.facebook.com/nokia/posts/294079803990918

27/2 2012 Nokia 12031 2705 2562 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150561116912397&set=a.338008237396.161268.36922302396&type=1

Average 3900 250 770 4,14

Median 3134 156 337 4
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Dell

fan activity of the post

Date Posted by # of likes # shared # comm. value comment meaning Category Source

1/11 2011 Dell 48 0 0 CSR supporting troops http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150339763747056

1/11 2011 Dell 897 83 108 4 mostly positive Product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150340401477056&set=a.106999132055.109271.7706457055&type=1

4/11 2011 Dell 156 0 20 3 mixed Product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150344076097056

5/11 2011 Dell 166 0 19 4 mostly positive CSR supporting troops with product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150344794062056

7/11 2011 Dell 154 0 19 3 mixed Partner http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150347412067056

12/11 2011 Dell 139 0 15 5 positive product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150354118302056

15/11 2011 Dell 136 0 14 3 mixed green thinking, recycling http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150358968157056

21/11 2011 Dell 298 0 36 4 mostly positive CSR, Thailand http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150368661067056

22/11 2012 Dell 206 0 15 3 mixed award http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150370222552056

4/12 2012 Dell 158 11 32 3 mixed CSR http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150394303377056&set=a.106999132055.109271.7706457055&type=1

12/12 2011 Dell 190 0 19 4 mostly positive Product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150410308107056

14/12 2011 Dell 152 0 25 3 mixed recycling http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150413503102056

21/12 2011 Dell 281 0 42 3 mixed product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150425401677056

3/1 2012 Dell 153 2 31 3 mixed CSR, college football http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150447361667056

11/1 2012 Dell 433 0 55 3 mixed Product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150462234912056

14/1 2012 Dell 148 0 23 3 mixed Partner http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150468228772056

18/1 2012 Dell 436 78 93 3 mixed Product http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150475699157056&set=a.106999132055.109271.7706457055&type=1

28/1 2012 Dell 123 0 31 2 mostly negative partner http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150497339342056

3/2 2012 Dell 257 11 31 3 mixed participants question http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150510492362056

6/2 2012 Dell 154 13 14 3 mixed CSR, Kenyya http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150516778322056&set=a.106999132055.109271.7706457055&type=1

9/2 2012 Dell 219 4 368 4 mostly positive question about product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150522866527056

11/2 2012 Dell 131 0 22 3 mixed partner http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150527204732056

17/2 2012 Dell 375 0 56 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150540946712056

21/2 2012 Dell 208 0 303 3 mixed product question http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150549164452056

27/2 2012 Dell 146 0 33 3 mixed product question http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150559875642056

6/3 2012 Dell 233 0 30 4 mostly positive product http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150574055372056

7/3 2012 Dell 145 0 17 2 mostly negative CSR http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150575631332056

14/2 2012 Dell 502 43 89 3 mixed CSR, local http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150587583472056&set=a.106999132055.109271.7706457055&type=1

19/2 2012 Dell 122 0 12 2 mostly negative Recycling http://www.facebook.com/dell/posts/10150597600662056

Average 233 8 54 3,21

Median 158 0 30 3
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Overview

Likes Shared Comments Comments value # of 1000 fans IPM Category Company

Company Category Cat. Mentioning Total # of post median average median average median average median average

Vestas Products 12 68 75 2 10 7 8 4 4,00 8 11,57 Products Vestas

Fiscal info/dismissals 9 21 32 2 6 4 6 2 2,50 8 5,43 Fiscal info/dismissals

company promotion/awards 3 65 65 1 7 5 5 4 4,00 8 9,63 company promotion/awards

lobyism 2 19 19 1 1 5 5 3 2,50      8 3,06 lobyism

competition 1 25 25 0 0 2 2 5 5,00 8 3,38 competition

Pictures 1 96 96 25 25 31 31 4 4,00 8 19,00 Pictures

Partners 1 15 15 0 0 1 1 5 5,00 8 2,00 Partners

29 Average 56 54 2 7 5 7 4 3,48 8 8,53 Average

Betterplace Product 11 38 48 11 14 5 21 4 3,82 38 2,18 Product Betterplace

lobbyism 8 45 71 4 18 6 10 4 3,88 38 2,60 lobbyism

partner 5 62 79 11 34 12 13 3 3,33 38 3,30 partner

award 3 62 55 3 5 3 5 3 3,67 38 1,70 award

question 1 0 0 0 0 75 75 38 1,97 question

28 Average 40 54 3 12 5 15 4 3,93 38 2,12 Average

Shell Product 10 415 383 0 2 14 26 3 3,30 825 0,50 Product Shell

environment 8 498 504 0 10 30 30 3 2,88 825 0,66 environment

CSR 6 434 385 10 15 27 33 3 3,33 825 0,52 CSR

question 3 688 688 15 12 183 169 3 3,00 825 1,05 question

picture 1 1236 1236 95 95 53 53 4 4,00 825 1,68 picture

award 1 168 168 15 15 3 3,00 825 0,22 award

29 Average 515 463 0 11 26 44 3 3,19 825 0,63 Average

BP Gulf Coast Restoration Project (GCRP) 12 17 if fishing + tourism + GCRP 43 57 1 1 73 97 3 3,18 305 0,51 GCRP BP

Wind mills 5 9 if biofuels + wind mills 47 99 0 4 31 70 3 2,60 305 0,57 Wind mills

CSR 5 51 55 0 1 49 84 3 3,20 305 0,46 CSR

Fishing/tourism Mexican Gulf 5 53 74 3 8 116 162 3 3,40 305 0,80 Fishing/tourism Mexican Gulf

Bio fuels 4 46 51 1 3 52 70 4 3,25 305 0,41 Bio fuels

Environment 1 36 36 2 2 126 126 3 3,00 305 0,54 Environment

Award 1 52 52 2 2 32 32 2 2,00 305 0,28 Award

33 Average 46 63 1 3 107 101 3 2,90 305 0,55 Average

Nokia Product 10 4565 4970 344 522 511 701 4 4,40 8020 0,77 Product Nokia

Partner 9 1903 1999 129 139 147 201 4 3,78 8020 0,29 Partner

Question/Poll/quiz 8 3182 4773 7 51 1322 1632 4 4,00 8020 0,81 Question/Poll/quiz

Cheerful picture/video 5 2249 2434 144 188 234 200 4 4,00 8020 0,35 Cheerful picture/video

Product competition 4 5325 5120 388 328 1200 1300 5 4,75 8020 0,84 Product competition

Recycling 2 3945 3945 306 306 448 448 4 4,00 8020 0,59 Recycling, Environment

Innovation 1 7433 7433 13 13 1062 1062 4 4,00 8020 1,06 Innovation

39 Average 3134 3900 156 250 337 770 4 4,14 8020 0,61 Average

Dell Product 9 281 349 0 18 42 49 4 3,67 1489 0,28 Product Dell

CSR 8 156 156 1 9 25 30 3 3,14 1489 0,13 CSR

Question 4 214 208 2 4 168 184 3 3,25 1489 0,27 Question

Partner 4 140 139 0 0 23 24 3 2,75 1489 0,11 Partner

Recycling 3 136 137 0 0 14 17 3 2,67 1489 0,10 Recycling, Environment

Award 1 206 206 0 0 15 15 3 3,00 1489 0,15 Award

29 Average 158 233 0 8 30 54 3 3,21 1489 0,20 Average

median average median average median average median average # of 1000 fans IPM

Likes Shared Comments Comments value
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Groups

Category Company # of 1000fans # of post total post Percent average % Notes

Environment: Nokia 8935 2 39 5 % Recycling

Dell 3717 3 29 10 % Recycling

Shell 1625 8 29 28 % Driving style, wind mills and competition for eco conscious engineers

BP 317 1 33 3 % Carbon footprint

Betterplace 38 0 28 0 % Products are eco-friendly

Vestas 8 0 29 0 % Products are eco-friendly

8

Product: Shell 1625 10 29 34 % Specific products made of gas, oil or petrol

BP 317 9 33 27 % Biofuels and windmills, oil or gas is never mentioned

Nokia 8935 10 39 26 % New products or a special feature about the product

Dell 3717 11 29 38 % New products or a special feature about the product

Betterplace 38 11 28 39 % Services and how the products works

Vestas 8 12 29 41 % Orders, showing which product have been sold.

34

Partners: Vestas 8 1 29 3 %

Betterplace 38 5 28 18 %

Nokia 8935 9 39 23 %

Dell 3717 4 29 14 %

15

CSR: Shell 1625 6 29 21 %

BP 317 5 33 15 % * Engagement in the Gulf of Mexico and the GCRP is excluded. Otherwise the result will be 22 posts and 67 %

t Dell 3717 8 29 28 %

21

Question/ Nokia 8935 12 39 31 %

competition Dell 3717 4 29 14 %

Vestas 8 1 29 3 %

16

Company promo/ Vestas 8 3 29 10 %

awards: Betterplace 38 3 28 11 %

Shell 1625 1 29 3 %

BP 317 1 33 3 %

7

Cheerful videos/ Nokia 8935 5 39 13 %

pictures: Vestas 8 1 29 3 %

Shell 1625 1 29 3 %

7

Lobbyism Vestas 8 2 29 7 %

Betterplace 38 8 28 29 %

18

Hiring: Vestas 8 9 29 31 % Dismissals, often followed with other fiscal information

31
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